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1I.	 Introduction
In order to better understand and explain the complex, interactive
effects influencing water movement and water quality in natural systems,
several mathematical models based on the laws of conservation of mass ,
momentum and energy have been developed (1-7). Models describing the hydro-
dynamic and material transport behavior of Mobile Bay have been formulated
and tested under a National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Environ-
mental Applications Branch Contract (NAS8-29100).
This booklet shows the way in which the model describing water movement
and tidal elevation is formulated, computed and used to provide basic data
about the system. Mobile Bay is used in a case study with comments as to
how the formulations might be expanded or focused to describe other areas
which qualify under the model restrictions and assumptions.
The hydrodynamic model, as it will be called throughout the booklet,
is based on two-dimensional, unsteady flow equations. The water mass is
considered to be reasonably mixed such that integration (averaging) in the
depth direction is a valid restriction. Convective, acceleration, the Coriolis
force, wind and bottom interactions are included as contributing terms in
the momentum equations. The equations which makeup the hydrodynamic model




and Operational Modes of
Mobile Bay
the
Name, Eauation Form Results Modes
Continuity aQx + ,Q' +	 a H	 -(R +E) Tidal Height Tidal Cycle









at ax . Surface Current Daily Avg
+ Qx(Usinq) Monthly Avg
Seasonal
y-Component NX + gD a& = KV2 sin f - fQQyD-2 y-Component of Tidal Cycle
at ay .Surface Current Daily Avg






Results can be calculated for unsteady flow when boundary conditions are
available as a function of time (dynamic), or for quasi-steady flow when con-
ditions are stable for a time period encompassing several tidal cycles or
longer periods (i.e. weekly, monthly, seasonally or yearly averages).
The solution of the equations shown in Table 1, applied to Mobile Bay,
have been used to investigate the influence that river discharge rate, wind
direction and speed, and tidal condition have on water circulation and holdup
within the bay. 'Storm surge conditions, oil spill transport, artificial
island construction, dredging and areas subject to flooding are other topics





To understand how the model might be applied to these topics, this
booklet is subdivided into four parts for the convenience of the reader.
These are, in order;
h 1^
0 Basic Concepts in Appling the Hydrodynamic Modei to a Real System
0 Model Input Requirements





gi Hydrodynamic Model: 	 Program Listing
Each section will be discussed separately, however, it is advisable that they
i _ be covered sequentially during the first reading to reinforce the basic con-
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II. Basic Concepts in Applying the Hydrodynamic Model to a Real System
The detailed mathematical development of the model will not be dis-
cussed here. Reference to "A 'Hydrodynamic and Salinity Model for Mobile
Bay," BER Report No. 168-112 (NAS8-29100), January 1974, by D. 0. Hill and
G. C. April is suggested for those interested in such a treatment. The model
equations used throughout this booklet are those mentioned previously
(Table 1, page 1).
The model system used for illustrative purposes in this section
resembles that of Mobile Bay. Some features have been added/deleted to
include features of the model not necessarily applicable to the Mobile Bay
system. Users of the model should become familiar with the terminology and
methodology discussed in this section. This information will be particularly
helpful (a) in specifying the kind and form of data needed to execute the
model for a specific system (Section III, page 17) and (b) in interpreting
results calculated by the model (Section IV, page 26).
A.	 Real System Data
Before a mathematical model can be formulated, knowledge of the
system to which the model is applied must be obtained. This includes both
formal (recorded) and informal (experience) data. Some of the sources of
data are discussed in this section.
1.	 Area Maps - Maps showing the geographical and navigational
features of the system to be modeled are valuable sources of
data. From these ma ps (or charts) information about the
r ­
shape and size of the water mass, river entrances, natural 	 q
and man-made passes, marshes adjacent to the water mass,
sand bars and islands, channels, etc. can be identified and
Iocated.
2. : Bathemetric Charts	 The depth of water in an estuary can be
found in navigation maps or ocean survey charts. Mean sea
level is usually chosen as the reference plane on these
charts. If the source of data uses a different reference
plane, adjustments to mean sea level must be made. Some
additional references used in charts are mean high water and
mean low water.
3.	 Tidal Information - Tide heights are taken from appropriate
tidal charts. Data measured by gauging devices near the
system boundaries are preferred. However, when the system
interacts with the open sea, standard tidal periods for the
open sea can be used. Conversion of the data must be made to
coincide with the model reference plane - mean sea level.
The converted data can then be represented by a least squares
method using a Fourier series of the form:
1^^
4where
HXX is the elevation of water above the reference plane
Cl
	
	 is a constant used to adjust the x-axis to a plane
of symmetry
C2	 is a constant related to the tidal amplitude
C3	 is the tidal frequency
C4	 is the phase angle
t	 is the time
4. Wind Data - Tabulated data and data obtained from wind charts
are provided by the weather bureau. When the system is large
(i.e. Mobile Bay) wind conditions at several locations over
the bay are necessary. This, however, is often impossible
data to find and good judgement must be used when considering
wind effects in the model. For periods of relatively steady
wind direction and speed, no problem is encountered. Like-
wise, when trend analyses for long periods of time (i.e.
monthly, seasonally, etc.) are desired, averaging methods can
be used with good accuracy. However, when wind conditions
are highly variable over short spans of time, the data fre-
quency, precision and accuracy becomes critical. • As a rule of
thumb, wind speeds below 10 knots are considered to have little
influence on the hydrodynamics, while winds approaching 15-25
knots can have pronounced effects on water movement and
holdup in the system.
5. River Discharges - River flow information is usually available
from state gedlcjical surveys and/or United States surveys.
When the system is located in a coastal region where navigation
is prevalent, data on river flows may also be available in
U. S. Corps of Engineer files. These data sources may not
coincide with system boundaries requiring good engineering
judgement in their interpretation and application.
B.	 Model System Features
Once the real system is known and the area of interest defined, the
next step in the process deals with the construction of a model system having
all of the features of the real one. Because the model is governed by com-
putational laws and rules, the model system will only approximate the real
system. Care, however, must be exercised to include as many of the important
features of the real system as is economically feasible. Obviously, the
real system can be exactly duplicated if the model dimensions are made
to coincide with real system dimensions. However, computation time would





1.	 Model Dimensions:	 Grid Size - The choice of the grid size ?`
to be used in the model is a function of (a) the real system
size,	 (b) the time increment for which a solution is desired
{ and (c) the available computer and its costs (Figure 1).
E [ There is a direct relationship between the incremental time
for which a solution is desired, model system grid size and
real system depth dimensions.
	
This is expressed in the form








i where	 Hmax	 is the maximum water depth encountered in
the system
M1
g	 is the gravitational constant 3
iAS is the grid dimension
F,
t	 is the incremental time for which a solution
1 can be specified to insure stability ;
The total number of grids should not exceed 2500.
	
Since the
time increment plays an important role in the total computa-
tion time, the number of grids selected is often constrained F
to keep computer time reasonable.	 Thus, final selection of
the grid size for a system requires justification among the
following variables;
y
a)	 size of the real system
b)	 time increment over which results are desired
c)	 economy (computer time).
2.	 Water Cell Segments - Water cells on each row are separated
into segments by land cells encountered on a given row.
	
For
example, water cells on row 4 in Figure 2 are separated into
two segments as are the cells on row 9.
	
The water cells for
most parts of the bay are segmented only once (as in row 7,
Figure 2.) A water cell segment is labeled by the left most
(IBNDL) and right most (IBNDR) cell numbers.'
3.	 Sea Boundaries - Boundaries adjacent to open seas are defined
4 as sea boundaries.




left sea boundaries (SL)
Y i
. right sea boundaries (SR)
top sea boundaries (ST)	 -
bottom sea boundaries (SB)
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Note: There are no ST boundaries in this example.









Left and bottom sea boundaries are considered to be tidal
driven boundaries. These are the source of the tidal driving
force which interacts with the estuary.
Necessary inputs for sea boundaries include type, total
number of cells, cell numbers, and tidal conditions which
drive the model through the tidal cycle.
4.	 River Boundaries River boundaries are boundaries where
streams enter the system, and./or marsh areas adjoining the
main water system are located. River discharge cells are
separated into four categories (Figure 4):
left river boundaries (RL)
1p right river boundaries (RR)
Q top river boundaries (RT)
9 bottom river boundaries (RB)
Necessary inputs for river boundaries include type., total
number of cells, cell number and information relating the dis-





River discharge rates are usually modified to reflect
the influence that each river entrance has on the main water
movement (i.e. usually expressed in terms of cubic feet per
second per foot of cell dimension). An alternate approach is
available, however, when rivers are located adjacent to marshes.
River-marsh boundaries are boundaries designed to
simulate the action occurring in areas which undergo rapid
changes in stream dimension, velocity and hence discharge rate.
By including overflow weir equations along the river course
through a marsh area, drainage into or from the marshes can
be regulated to produce a known water condition within the
entrance cell. The marsh area serves as a capacitance element
which stores river water (Figure 5a,page 11) when tidal con-
ditions (flood) retard its entrance into the estuary, and
supplies river water when tidal conditions (ebb) are less
restrictive. This method also allows a constant and true
river discharge to be introduced instead of the adjusted
value required if marsh interaction is omitted.
River-marsh boundaries are only allowed on the top part
of the estuary with the weir boundaries parallel to the y-axis.
Choice of weir heights is a trial and error process depending








te: There are no KB boundaries in this example.
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Fig.. 5a -
 River-marsh Area in the Northern Mobile Bay Area_
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5. Ship Channels - Channels exist in many estuary systems. 	 The
t right side and/or top edge of the water cell nearest the
channel are used to describe the existence of a channel pass-
ing through the water mass.
	 The axis (either x or y) of the -
channel, and the depth of the spoil bank are the data
necessary for the program to describe the influence of the
channel.	 For example, channel section A in Figure 6 is
described by cell 69y and 82y while channel section B is
described by cell 83x.
6. Bottom Roughness - Bottom friction also -affects -flow w
characteristics and requires input of information. 	 Manning's
equation is used in the program to evaluate bottom frictions.
Variations of bottom roughness are estimated by altering the
' Manning coefficients which best describes the kind of bottom
located in each cell. 	 These coefficients usually vary from
0.010 to 0.050.	 Marsh areas which have low flow rates may J
have a value close to 0.050.	 Oyster beds, channels and spoil
• banks may also have relatively high bottom friction
- coefficients.
0..i
7. Passes - The general program has the ability to calculate
flow rates through vertical and horizontal passes (Figure 7).
Flow rates through passes which are neither vertically or
horizontally located can be calculated by arranging imaginary
passes which have cells in a row or a column close to the real
pass.	 A total material balance which involves water through
the passes and water discharged by rivers over a tidal cycle
provides a means of verifying the model of a system.,
8. Cell Modifications - Cell modifications are used in the
calibration phase of the study to adjust calculated results
in a way that more closely agrees with observed behavior in
the real system.
	
These, modifications are especially needed
to introduce effects which cannot be represented by the model.
For example, the channel dimensions are usually small relative
to the dimensions of the estuary through which it passes.
Selection of the grid size to affect solution of the model
equations may seriously neglect a strong local effect caused
by the channel.
	
When these strong, but unseen (from a model
point-of-view) effects are observed, cell modifications during
calibration permits the incorporation of the effects. 	 Two
ways to introduce modifications include adjustments to bottom
friction factors, and the inclusion of underwater barriers
which restrict flow (Figure 8).
Section II presented some of the terminology and definitions used in the
I	 establishment of a model system.	 Section 'Ill includes a detailed listing of
the variables, which, when introduced into the model program, permit one to v
approximate the real system.	 These variables are given by name, computer
label and function.
	
Their use will become more clear in Section IV where
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Fig. 8 - Cell Modifications
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III. Model Input Requirements
This section lists all the 'necessary input variables, formats of the
input variables, and necessary remarks for defining and using the variables
to establish_a mgdel.	 The information is presented in the order in which it
111	 is introduced into the computer. Cross reference of material in Section III
•.	 with the illustration in Section IV is recommended to better understand the1	 function of each variable.
Program Input
1.	 Input #1 - Program Control Card(	 Format; (1112)	 Right Justified Integer Number1
i
j	 Column Variables	 Remark
1	 1-2 IFMT	 0, 5 or 6; control for width of print field
{ 0 =	 default to 6 print positions
1 5 =	 print field width will be 5 print positions
i 6 =	 print field width will be 6 print positions
'	 3-4 ICORF	 $ or 1; control for Coriolis force calculation *=
j0 =	 Coriolis force equal to
1 =	 Coriolis force equal to 0.0007.7
f	 5-6 ICONV	 0 or 1; control convective acceleration
calculation
i
0 =	 skip convective acceleration calculation
1 =	 perform convective acceleration calculation
1
7-8 IORIG	 0 or 1; control for resistance term calculation
0 =	 skip resistance term calculation
1 =	 perform resistance term calculation
9-10 IRMB	 ¢ or 1; does the estuary system have river
marsh boundaries?
0 =	 no river marsh boundary
1 =	 perform river marsh boundary calculation
11-12 ISPBK	 0 or 1	 spoil bank calculation for ship channels
0 =	 no ship channel?
1 =	 perform spoil bank calculation for ship +^
channels
13-14 IDSCH	 0 or 1; control for discharge rate calculation
0 =	 skip discharge, rate calculation
1 =	 calculate discharge rate at specified
location
15-16 IMODF-	 0 or 1; control for friction factor modification
0 _- use default value of l °.
1 =	 modify thefriction factors of specified f
cells
RUE RO U IBILIT'Y OF THE r:






17-18 ICK Ql or 1; read control for velocities from
previous run
0	 =	 first run, skip the read statement
y 1	 =	 read velocities from previous run
t^ 19 -20 IMNDP 0 or l; printing control for manning factors
and initial depths
" I =	 skip printing
1	 =	 print manning factors and initial depth
21-22 INC Integer number; print interval
' 1,2,3, or ... _ print intermediate velocities, e
heights, etc. after the specified
l number of increments of time
2.	 Input #2 - Geometrical Information
1! Format: (715)	 Right Justified Integer Number
Column Variables Remark




6-10 IROW Number of rows.; maximum number 200.
11-15 IV Number of cells that require zeroing of
,j velocity in y-direction; maximum number 250.
16-20 IU Number of cells that require zeroing of
velocity* in x-direction; maximum number 250.
21-25 IR Number of rivers being considered; maximum
number 20.
26 -30 NC Total number of cells; maximum number 2500.
31-35 NCPR Number of cells per rows.
3.	 Input #3 - Physical Information 4"
Format: (6F10.3)
	
Right Justified Real Number with Three Decimal
Digits or Number with Decimal Point
Column Variables Remark
1-10 W Wind velocity in ft/sec.
Y
11-20 THETA Wind direction measured from x-axis counter-
clockwise,
21-30 DEL5 Grid size in ft.	 (square grid).
31-40 DELT Time increment in sec.
tTr`
19
TIM	 Maximum time for run in hour.
SLADJ
	





E 4. Input #4 - Left Boundary Cells of Water Cell Segments
s^{	 K Format: (1615)
	
Right Justified Integer Number
." Column Variables	 Remark i^
j 1-5 IBNDL(1)	 IBNDL is the cell number of the left most cell
1? in a segment.
6-10 IBNDL(2)	 Repeat as many times as total number of segments,
5. Input #5 - Right Boundary Cells of Water Cell Segments
+	 ( Format; (1615)	 Right Justified Integer Number
t Column Variables	 Remark
1-5 IBNDR(1)	 IBNDR is the cell number of the right most #
cell in a segment. a
F	 1 6-10 IBNDR(2)	 Repeat as many times as total number of segments,
6. Input #6 - Cells that Require Zeroing of Calculated Velocity in y-Direction
I Format: (1615)	 Right Justified Integer Number
A
Column Variables	 Remark
f 1-5 IBC(1)	 IBC is the cell number of the cell that
requires zeroing of calculated velocity in
y-direction:.
6-10 IBC(2)	 Repeat as many times as IV in Input #2.
7. Input #7 - Cells that Require Zeroing of Calculated Velocity, in
x-Direction
Format; (16I5)	 Right Justified Integer Number
Column Variables	 Remark
1-5 IBD(1)	 IBD is the cell number of the cell that
requires zeroing of calculated velocity in
x-direction.












8.	 Input #8 - Discharge Rates of Rivers
Format: (8F10.5) Right Justified Real Number with Five Decimal:
;f Digits or Number with Decimal Point
I^
ii Column Variables Remark
1-10 RB(1) Input discharge rate of each river in
cu.ft./sec. per ft. of grid length.
, 11-20 RB(2) Repeat as many times as number of rivers. 1^
9.	 Input #9 - Manning Coefficients
Format: (26F3.0) Right Justified Real Number with Zero Decimal Digit
-P, or Number with Decimal Point ;f
Column Variables Remark
1-3 AMNY(1) Input Manning coefficient for each water
cell	 segment by segment beginning from first a
segment.
4-6 AMNY(2) Repeat as many times as number of cells in a
segment, maximum 26 data per card, continue
on a new card; start a new card for a new !	 1
segment.
10.	 Input #10
- Depths of Water	 for Water Cells	 Measured from Reference
Plane
Format: (26F3.0) Right Justified Real Number with Zero Decimal Digit
rt
or Number with Decimal Point
Column Variables Remark-
1-3 Z(1) Input depth of water of each water cell
segment by segment beginning from first segment.
If the depth is measured from a reference plane
other than mean sea level, an adjustment should
be made by "SLADJ" in Input 0.
Yh
4-6 Z(2) Repeat as many times as number, of cells in a,
segment, maximum 26 data per dard, continue
on a new card; start a new card for a new
segment.
If IMODF = 0, skip to Input #14.
i21
11. Input #11 (Optional) Modification of Friction Factors





NMODFX	 Total number of cells which friction factors in
the x-direction (FX) have to be modified
6-10 NMODFY Total number of cells which friction factors in
the y-direction (FY) have to be modified. r.•
12,	 Input #12 (Optional) - Cell Number and Value of Friction Factor in
.^ x-Direction for each Cell being Modified
. Format: (8(I5,F15,,2)) - A Right Justified Integer Number and a Right
Justified Real Number with 2 Decimal Digits
Column Variables Remark
1-5 KC(l) Input the cell number of the cell being
modified.
6-10 VF(1) Input the value of friction factor in j
x-direction for the cell,
11-15 KC(2) Repeat KC and VF as many times as NMODFX
in Input #11.
16-20 VF(2)
13.	 Input #13 (Optional) - Same as Input #12, Replace FX by FY, x-Direction
by y-Direction, and NMODFX by NMODFY
14.	 Input #14 - Starting Time and Total Number of Tide Station
Format: (F5.2,I5)	 Right Justified Real Number with 2 Decimal Digits
and Right Justified Integer Number
Column Variables Remark
1-5 TMIL Input the chosen starting time in hours (24-
hour	 cya ,) for a run.
6-10 ITSN Input the total number of tide stations in
the system.
i
^	 ,_ _._-,.^_._-. ..-.-., ^_-"_-a;--^ .•- .__.._..^.
	







15. Input #15 - Tide Equation Coefficients and Time Phase
Format:	 (5F10.6) Right Justified Real Number with 6 Decimal Digits




























Repeat the same for Station 3, 4,
as many times as total number of station.
16. Input #16 - Total Number of Boundaries
Format: (I5) Right Justified Integer 	
t
Column	 Variables	 Remark {
1-5
	
NTB	 Input total number of river and sea boundaries
except river marsh boundary.
Repeat Input #17A, 17B, and 17C as many times as NTB in Input #16.
17. Input #17A - Boundary's Nature, Total Number of Cells in the Boundary,
and Relative Information Required to Perform Calculations
Format: (A2, I3, F10.3) Two Alphabetic Characters', Right Justified




1-2	 NATURE (I)	 Boundary natures are classified into eight
3-5	 NBC(I)	 categories (See Fig. 3 and 4). Each category
6-15	 RINF(I)	 requires its relative information to perform
the calculation.
1 SL Left sea boundary
2. SB - Bottom sea boundary
3. SR - Right sea boundary










The relative information for a sea boundary
is the related tide station number,
5. RL - Left river boundary
6. RB - Bottom river boundary
7. RR - Right river boundary
8, RT - Top river boundary
The relative information for a river boundary
is the river discharge rate in cu.ft,/sec,	 per
r„
feet of cell dimension.
NBC is the total number of cells in the boundary.
Input 1117B - Cell Numbers of the Boundary
Format: (1615)	 Right Justified Integer
Column Variables Remark
1-5 INBC(I,1) Tnput the cell numbers of the boundary
beginning from left to right or bottom to top.
6-10 INBC(I,2) Repeat as many times as NBC(I) in Input #17A.
Input #17C (Optional) - Depth of Water Adjacent to Left Sea Boundaries
or Bottom Sea Boundaries
Format: (16F5.0)	 Right Justified Real Nwnber with Zero Decimal Digit
or Number with Decimal Point
Column Variables Remark
1-5 ZB(1) Input the depth of water left to the left sea
boundaries or below the bottom sea boundaries,
cell by cell.	 Skip this part if the bound ary
type is not SL or SB.
6-10 ZB(2) Repeat as many times as NBC( I ) in Input 1#17A.
If IRMB _ skip to Input_0, # 2 c
. 18,	 Input 718 (Optional) - River Marsh Boundary Bottom Cells
Format: (215)	 Right Justified Integer Number
Column Variables Remark
1-5 IRMBB(1) Input the two cell numbers of the river marsh
6-10 IRMBB(2) boundary bottom cells. }
€.._ .,,tea....
24
19. Input #19 (Optional) - River Marsh Boundary Top Cells




IRMBT(1)	 Input the.two cell numbers of the river
6-10	 IRMBT(2)	 marsh boundary top cells.
20. Input #20 (Optional) - Depth of Weir Along River-Marsh Boundary
Format: (F10.5) Right Justified Real Number with 5 Decimal Digits or




ZRB	 Input the depth of weir in feet along the
river marsh boundary. The riven marsh boundary
should locate at the top part of the system
with the boundary weir parallel to y-axis.
If ISPBK = 0, skip to Input #23.
21. Input #21 (Optional) — Total Number of Cells of Spoil Banks Along the
Ship Channel




NSBC	 Input the total number of cells of spoil banks
along the ship channel.
22. Input #22 (Optional) - Cell Number, Axis of the Spoil Bank and Depth of Spoil
rt:
i
Bank for Each Cell Along the Ship Channel
Format: (8(I5, Al, F4.1)) Right Justified Integer, Number, Alphabetic
Character, and Right Justified Number with 1 Decimal Digit
` Column Variables Remark	 r
1-5 INSBC(1) Input the cell number.
j, h IAXIS(1) Input the spoil bank axis either iH or y.
t
7-10 ZCH(1) Input the depth of spoil bank in feet for
the cell along the ship channel,	 i.
11-15 IN$BC(2) Repeat as many times as NSBC in Input #21; 	 tl
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If IDSCH = 0, skip Input #25.
k
23.	 Input #23 - Total Number of Passes Where Discharge Rates will be
Calculated
Format:	 (15) Right Justified Integer
,j Column Variables Remark
1-5 LDSCH Input the total number of passes where dis-
charge rates will be calculated.	 All the r=°
cells at a location should be either on a
k
row or a column.




a 1-4 NCDSCH(1) Input total number of cells at the pass.
5 IAXIS(1) Input the flow direction either x or y. 1'.
r 6-9 NCDSCH(2) Repeat as many times as LDSCH in Input #23;
maximum 16 data group a card,
10 IAXIS(2)
25.	 Input #25 - Cell Numbers at Each Pass
Format: (1615)
	
Right Justified Integer Number
Column Variables Remark
1-5 ICDSCH(l,l) Input the cell numbers at Pass 1 from left
5-10 ICDSCH(1,2) to right or from bottom to top; repeat as
11-15 ICDSCH(1,3) many times as the number of cells in the
_pass
1-5 ICDSCH(2,_1) Start a new card for Pass-2 and input the
5-10 ICDSCH(2,1) cell numbers as before.
?1
Repeat the same for Pass 3, 4,	 ...






IV. A Detailed Illustration: Application to Mobile Bay
This section illustrates the use of the general program beginning from
data collection to model verification as applied to the Mobile Bay system.
In order to demonstrate all of the model features, the real system behavior
has been modified to include elements which do not necessarily exist in the
bay at this time (i.e. the existence of an island near the Theodore area).
Figures are inserted at appropriate places to help explain the procedure.
The format of this section is established to coincide with those in Section






A. Mobile Bay data:
	
1.	 Map and Charts:
.Obtain a navigational chart of Mobile Bay and vicinity area
(Figure 10) published by the U. S. Coast, and Geodetic Survey
01260 and a location map of South Alabama (Figure 9) from
the Geological Survey of Alabama.
i
Locate the following system features: rivers, islands,
channels, passes, sand bars, head lands, river marsh area, etc.
Sketch the shape of the water system selected for modeling




j	 Bottom elevations (Z(I)) from mean water are taken from the
navigational chart (Figure 10)	 Adjust the values to the
reference plane - mean sea level. The difference between mean
sea level and mean water of the chart is '1.8 (SLADJ)`supplied




Tide charts (Figure 11 to Figure 15) were provided by the
Corps of Engineers, Mobile, Alabama for Mobile State Docks;
Dauphin Island-Gulf, Cedar Point, Bon Secour, and Great Point
Clear.
Tabulate the time and tide height data for Dauphin Island-Gulf,
and Cedar Point from the charts Fit the data by least square
to the equation of the form (page 30-31):
HDI = C1 + C2*Cos (C3 t + CO
where HDI tide height
t	 time








• Y	 Wolf B6
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Feet May 16, 1972Cedar Point
`i	 Mean Sea Level




















15.	 16.	 _17. Time
Fig. 14 - Simplified Gauge Chart for Bon Secour (Original Data





















15.	 16.	 17.	 Time
Fig. 15 -Simplified Gauge Chart for Point Clear (Original Data
" Supplied by Corps of Engineers, Mobile, Alabama)
i	 ,.
The following are the least-square fit equations:
Dauphin Island
HDB(I)	 1.090 + 1.295 :: cos (0.004188**0.0567.4)
Cedar Point -
HDB(I) =1.089 + 1.177 * cos (0.004188%,-0.0032453)
4. Wind Data:
R
Recorder charts (Figure 16) with tabulated data were provided
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-
Environmental Data Service at Ashville Norch Carolina.
Calculate the average wind velocity in feet per second
and direction measured from x-axis counter-clockwise from
the charts, and use these as input data.





Flow information (Figure 17 and Figure 18) for the Alabama
River at Claiborne and the Tombigbee River at Coffeeville
was provided by the U. S. Geological Survey, Montgomery,
Alabama. Calculate the average discharge rate in cubic
feet per second for each river and convert these values to
flow rates per grid unit length. The flow rate of the
Alabama River at Claiborne, Alabama from the chart is:
44000 ft3/sec
RB(l)	 6561.68 ft	 = 6.706 ft /sec
The flow rates for the other rivers are considered zero
in this example.
RB(2) = 0	 (Dog River)
RB(3) 0	 (Fowl River)
RB(4) = 0	 (Bon Secour River)
RB(5) = 0	 (Fish River-Weeks Bay)
-	
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Fig. 16 - Typical Weather Data for the Mobile, Alabama Area.
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Fig. 18 - Typical Discharge Data for the Tombigbee River at Coffeeville, Alabama.
f38
B. Model System Features of Mobile Bay
1.	 Grid Size
Superimpose a two-dimensional grid over the bay area (see
Figure 19). Label the cells and differentiate water and land
cells. Grid spacings in x and y directions are equal and
chosen as tra= kilometers (6561.68 feet (DELS))• There are
21 cells (NCPR) per row and38 rows (IROW), giving 798
cells (NC). Since the deepest water in the bay is 40 feet, 	 is°9
this sets the upper limit of the incremental time for cal-
culations at
r
ASAt < V °g••max
At < 130 sec.
BELT = 120 id chosen as program input.
After setting the grids, record the depth of water from mean
water in each water cell from the navigation chart.
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2, Water Cell Segments (Figure 20);
r
Label each water cell segment by the left most boundary cell
(IBNDL) and the right most boundary cell (IBNDR).
pl
1 Row No.	 L. Cell No.	 R. Cell No.
N	 IBNDL(N)	 IRNDR(N)l	 1	 11 "°
2	 22	 .32 r	 "
3	 43	 53
l^ 4 64	 70
IE 5	 89	 94







If	 3. Sea Boundaries (Figure 21);
Label the sea boundaries by SL, SB, SR, or ST.	 Locate tide A
1!
stations,set up the necessary data.
{1	
_
S. Boundary No.	 Type	 No. of Cells	 Ref. Infn.
i I	 NATURE(I)	 NBC(I)	 RINF(I)
1	 SB	 10	 l
2	 SL	 1	 2
3	 SL	 4	 1.




S. Boundary No 	 No. of Cells	 Cell Nos.






For SL . and SB, also supply boundary depth, i.e. the depth of
cells left to or below the boundary. -
# y
178 779 780 781 782
111111
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Fig. 20 - Water Cell Segments t,
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Fig. 21 - Sea Boundaries
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4.	 River Boundaries (Figure 22);
9
.} Locate the river discharge cells, and the river-marsh area.
Separate the boundaries into their own categories.	 For river
{ boundaries, tabulate the number of cells and flow rates.
I Small streams may be neglected.
R. Boundary No.	 Type	 No. of Cells	 Flow Rate
I	 NATURE (I) 	 NBC (I)	 RB (T) or U (I)
yf 1	 RT	 1	 6.706
2	 RL	 1	 0.762
ij
For river-marsh boundaries, locate the river-marsh bottom cells
and top cells-.
MviBB(l) ,- 595, IRNB(2)	 599, IRMBT(l) _ 784, IRMBT(2) = 788.
5.	 Ship Channel (Figure 23):,
,Locate the ship channel, and label the cells along the channel.
Depths of spoil banks were obtained from the Corps of Engineers,
Mobile, Alabama.
	
Tabulate the cell numbers,, channel axes, and
depth of spoil banks of each cell along the channel.
Total No. of Cells
NS:'t^C
22
Cell No.	 Channel Axis	 D	 I^^;3i S so l! ank (P
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Fig. 22 - River Boundaries
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b.	 Bottom Roughness (Figure 24): C;
if
Manning coefficients which are used to calculate the bottom
friction vary from 0.010 to 0.050.	 A coefficient of 0.05 is
used in the marsh area to simulate the low flow rates
expected to this area. 	 Values within the bay range from 0.010
to 0.018.	 The coefficients of water cells are read in segment
by segment.
Segment	 Manning Coefficients x 103
j E(I)
1	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.
2	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.	 15.
78	 15.	 50.	 50.	 50.	 50.	 15.
7.	 Passes (Figure 25):
C
Label the passes by number. 	 Count the total number of cells
along each pass. 	 Decide the flow direction either x or y
through each pass.




Total No. Cells (Each Pass)	 Flow Direction	 Cell Nos.	 (Each Pass)
Noss	 NDSCH(K)	 IAXIS(K)	 ICDSCH(K,J)
2	 3	 y	 89
90
91
1	 1	 x	 149
8.	 Cell Modifications:'
3
a.	 Zeroing of velocities;
Cells with land boundaries or sand bars on top edges
have zero flow rates across the top edges.	 The same
implication applies to cells with land boundaries on the
' right side.	 Count total number of cells that require
zeroing of vp and Up
	
(Figure 26 and Figure 27)
respectively, and record the cell numbers_.
3 ,
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150 151 152 15) 114 155 156 157 158 159 W, 161 42 10 164 1t5 lot :4•
127 128 t29 130 131 132 '1)3 :34 135 136 137 138 139 140 41 142 143 )k 145
106 107 1	 F 09 110 111 Ili 113 114 115 I1 117 11 119 120 1:1 117 12, 1.'4 ::S
.. 97 F 89 90 91 9: 93 96 •r 4 •,M. 101 101 103 144 i0$
^. 63 W 67 68 W 71 I	 . ,. 61 83
4) 44 45 44 47 468 49 50 51 52 53
1
	 54 6 S7 58 59 a 6' 61








33 34 35 36 39 if: is 467
_





Fig. 24 — Manning Coefficients REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
	 i
x:
	 ORIGNAL PAGE IS POOR
711 119 760 761 16i 7101 744 7105 164 767 766 169
790 191 712 191 194 19) 79. 79; is6
757 7310 ))9 760 7► 1 762 ')6) )64 763 166 167 766 169 170 In 712
77) 114 113 116 777
736 1)/ 716 1)9 760 741 141 141 744 163 766 767 146 149 750 15 ► 152
753 IS. M 75.
115 116 711 116 719 720 721 112 121 724 723 726 121 726 729 730
731 132 731 714 135
694 695 696 •91 696 699 700 701 703 10) 70R 705 706 101 706 109 710 711 712 711
714
6/3 614 675 616 617 676 679 660 661 667 610) 664 6105 666 667 666 669 690 661 692
691








































569 590 391 $92 393 394 S 5 596 5v. ^Ji .49 E. 601 602 601 601. 605 406 601 6610 604
566 369 510 571 372 57 7LJ 575 576 57 576 5100 561 562 563 364 315
364 547 )ft
547 $46 549 550 SSl 551 55) 554 535 556 557 15 559 560 SE1 56/ 563 S6i 565 >E6 Sol




Sl0 511 312 313 514 515 516 517 $16 Sl9 570 521 S22 321 $24 52)
664 46 417 46 469 +90 49l 492 49 5 494 497 416 499 500 $01 502 30) 36:
46) f4 4 467 4.6 469 410 471 472 473*-1',6 C76 477 4110 479
440 461







111 779 760 741 let 707 764 le$ 716 761 166 169 790 711 192 7N 1" 793 796 77: 798
757 736 739 760 761 )b2 162 164 16S 766 761 766 769 110 111 111 715 174 775 716 717
736 731 131 131 740 141 742 743 744 145 7" 747 741 741 150 131 732 753 754 755 75•_
115 716 717 716 719 720 721 122 711 724 123 726 727 729 721 710 731 732 733 734 735
614 613 614 691 494 699 700 101 702 703 104 703 106 707 706 701 Ito 711 112 71) 714
675 614 673 676 677 676 619 680 661 642 683 664 665 666 611 666 699 6V0 6SI 692 693
612 653 634 653 656 637 636 659 640 '661 662 663 644 665 664 667 668 669 670 671 97I
631 612 633 634 635 636 61
'.	 55
1. Barrie r on Top
59,	 Sr•	 0	 '^Y
!	 2 643 644. 6465. 646 64.7 644 649 650 65.
610 611 612 613 614 613 _	 1 622 623 614 623 620 621 616 4I9 6JC
389 590 Sol $92 $93 $94 bu 601 602 601 604 605 6;76 607 GOB 609
!61 369 $10 57L 577 S •Y 575 376 57 576 1 560 361 552 563 !F4 Ses SH 5e7 1e7
S47 340 349 $50 551 5u 353 554 5SS $56 S51 $59 S60 !61 561 563 564 565 5416 507
Sri 327 32tl 529 31 331 SR $31 $346 333 $36 SJ 538 $39 $40 5461 542 541 34.16 S.S 5:4
$05 508 $09 510 S12 512 513 314 513 $16 517 $14 319 SIO 521 $22 S23 $24 525
494 1160 417 iB 401 .90 NI 492 49 • N4 495 4696 4197 49B 49V SOU !0: 50.1 !O) )G:
463 ni 466 G	 -
r
46) L60 46f 479 471 472 471 474 4	 5 476 477 476 479 1664 1661 412 1663
K7 443 4" "1 K7 446 441 450 45: 452 45) J, wSS 456 457 455 459 :60 N1 166:
1621 422 423 )1621 425 426 427 424 429 433 431 437 ) 4)4 43S 46J6
1,
394,
GI7 414, 4J1 44n 1641
70
Jig














































)4b 149 ]SO Ssb I;7
316 3 319 320 121 322 32) 324 125 126 ,. 326 3:9 330 7 112 133 314 335 33e
295 29 216 799 1 100 301 302 30) 304 303 306 07 306 109 310 )1. )1] 3146 315
2146 17$ 27
1
277 278 279 AO 261 2BI 28) 2816 205 2 287 266 :6 43 291 :52 :93 IV.
213 214 25 256 257 258 259 760 261 262 263 264 265 n 1646 55 `^ 2)1 272 21;
232 233 7 235 236 217 218 219 240 241 242 241 244 243 246 24 243 2;9 250 :$1 25.
I1 I17 11 214 211 216 217 218 219 220 211 222 223 224 225 I:b ::7 2.1 229 :)^ :1,
l 192 193 194 195 196 197 199 199 200 201 202 203 !04 101 :07 205 2:9 :IC
149 170 17L 172 173 174 15 4676 177 178 171 Ito lei 182 163 U. :8i 16. Ir7 le g I"
148
r









l:^ ::J ei.106 107 a ^9 ILO ill Ili 113 114 115 116
J Land on Top
07 OF 69 90 91 9: 9) 0.. j) IOi W: 10) ^- l0)
63 6b 47 68 be














31 36 $9 40 61 61	 , 41
22 23 24 r, :7	 )3
Barrier on top
•	 I	 ..	 .,	 12
34 75 )6 31 11 39 40 41 4:
1 2 1 4 3 l) I4 15 I6 l7 7t 19 :J .^
Fig. 2G - Zeroing of Vertical Velocities
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
C)ItIGINT AL PAGE IS P(x )F
E	 ^, Fig. 27 - Zeroing of Horizontal Velocities
A 0
mm "
II/ 119 160 161	 1762 161 194 161 706 761 764 76 HO
191 792 791 144 143 796 711 718
737 73/ 739 )60 t6t 762 161 166 163 166 767 7• 769 770 1?1
113 717 714 1-, 716 111
776 731 714 739 740 741 147 743 744 745 746 14 744 749 j50 751 )52 73) 1S4 735 754
715 716 717 71/ 719 720 721 732 731 726 723 72 127 72/ 729 730 111 732 75) 7/4 135
694 495 696 697 694 699 100 lot )02 703 704 70 706 701 704 709 710 711 712 711 11.
61) 614 VS 416 677 674 679 660 661 482 667 68 66S 666 667 668 0,8 11 690 6 1,1 692 693
6.2 653 654 655 636 617 Ile 699 640	 '661 661 66
/
664 663 666 667 666 649 610 671 612
611 612 671 •X 03 6% 637 11
64.
Gib 6/^ 641 644 64S. 646 6167 654 616! 630 651
610 Ell 617 417 614 613 16
596
6 e v 1 622 623 624 623 614 621 426 629 670
S/9 5460 19l S12 )9) 354 601 602 60) 604 605 606 607 606 6046
S68 569 570 371 $72 37
w
10 575 $16 $I $76 / 360 561 582 543 564 S65 $64 5e7 Sep
347 S48 149 $50 151 552 353 5% $55 9S6 SSI 559 5e0 541 $62 14) 564 34S S66 Sel
116 527 326 $29 53 531 572 $31 S)4 335 $36 SJ 576 579 $40 $41 542 541 $44 145 $46
SOS 508 309 510 Sll 312 $15 514 513 5161 Sl l 516 519 S20 521 321 52) 124 515
464 4h 4J) 48 469 .90 49l 492 49 1 494 49 494 497 498 499 SOO $01 Sol Sol 504
461 e4 4 c-- 467 468 469 47 .0 471 412 473 467 4 5 476 417 478 479
461. 461 482 .93
442 441 444 445 446 447 448 441 430 45: 452 451 L .55 06
457 458 459 464 461 ` 46:
1
421 477 4I) 424 42$ 426 427 426 429 4310 471 4) )) 404 41S 436 477 436
4)9 440 441
400 401 1607 Ol 404 405 40. 4n1 408 406 410 411 412 U 4616 Lis
41. 417 416 1619 ::O
17• )SJ 30: 332 1 3:] I/: 33S 789 33? T:8 f T1. 9^ .• 92 797 S?5 1" 95 744
I
791 1166 1-4
756 339 KO 16l	 7,. ,,,d on	 1Qty	 ' 66
34f	 ..	 -	 ^r
	
AS
167 )6 9 310 311 )7 ]1) 176 115 1 7f ]:1 I/2




316 ]1 - 319
—
1:	 a 317 ))) '.24 325 726 , JS! l:9 335 31.
291 a 29 2 70U )01 002 )0 • ^O4 )OS 7 01 301 309 ) 31? 15 It. Ili
274 275 27 227 Ile 1279 do 291 282 283 264 )4S ? :e7 :88 28' 'SG 29: :5:
:91
733 234 2 256 257 !36 259 76U 361 267 16) 264 363 1 .6 :	 I 66 211 272 277
272 23) 2 235 216 277 218 739 340 241 242 243 244 245 244 2.. 1:6 249 250 251 2516
Il 212 •13 214 215 216 217 216 219 220 221 222 :23 2:4 225 2?7 1:8 2:9 211
?3:
1 192 19) 194 195 196 147 198 199 200 201 202 20l •04 US ^.^ 246 209 :IC









160 164 26: IJe IP7 let i!y
L,68
1
1169 150 15l 152 133 154 135 156 137 14) 16: 163 lee 4'
127 lie 129 1l0 131 112 '177 114 IIS 136 142 147 144 :45
106 107 8 04 Ito Ill Ili 113 IIL 11^ li	 111 S:	 119 1:(" 1:1 1:? 12"• 1:5
9) A5 64 90 9: 9! ] S 95 90 56 ..0 lU. l0: t^r 160: :P5
616 61 66 67 616 6.6 , I .	 , 6? 63 .	 .
43 46 45 4. 41 48 49 30 $1 S: 53 S. 55 56 S? 56 $9 60 61 6?
I
I	 e;
22 21 24 25 A 27 28 29 30 71 32 )) 34 1$ 16 3 14 )9 i











Total No,	 of Cells,Vp	 = 0	 Total No, of Cells,	 Up= 0
IV	 IU
38	 38 
Cell No. , Vp=O
IBC (I)
` 25	 26	 64	 65	 66	 67	 etc.
` Cell No.. Up=O
IBC (I) r k.
70	 94	 298	 -320	 99	 124
I
b.	 Modifying Friction Factor;
Pilot runs are necessary to obtain friction factor
modification information.	 The following modification
is used to restrict flow in the upper part of the bay,.
-1 Count total number of cells which FXs have to be
' modified and which FYs have to be modified, respectively.
Record cell nos.	 (Figure 28).
3
I t




? Cell No. & Value of FX 	 KC(T),	 VF(I}
362	 1.1	 384	 1.1	 406	 1.1
L
r Cell No . & Value of FY	 KC.(D ,	 VF (I)
P
8
383	 1.1	 405	 1.1	 427	 1.1	 ...
C. Model Input for Mobile Bay (Refer to page 17 for variable
description and pages 26-51 	 for Mobile Bay values.)
1.	 Input #1 -- Program Control Card a
IFMT, ICORF, ICONV, IORIG, IRIAB, ISPBK, IDSCH, IMODF, ICK,
IMNDP, INC. s
2.	 Input #2 - Geometrical Information
1234bb78901234:1678901,2311567f;9U1234567130012.345678r30123^ 567tiy01Z3456789L12
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 4
IL34bb769ul2345b7b90126+45671191)1234567tf9D12,3 11567b')0 123 1 5678901261156709012
, 39	 38 	 36	 30	 6	 793	 ?1
:r




-,_-J	 : ^;w^..^.^ . -	 ^w^':'	 _	 ,. s	 ..	 -
w6
r
776 779 780 78l 1782 781 784 165 736 787 788 189 790 191 791 79) 794 795 796 797 798
737 )56 759 760 161 762 763 764
1
76S 7A 767 766 769 770 771 771 713 774 713 776 717
736 711 736 779 740 741 742 741 744 745 146 747 746 749 750 731 752 153 75G 75S 754
713 716 717 716 719 720 721 122 711 724 723 726 727 726 729 730 111 732 733 734 733
694 693 696 697 698 699 700 701 707 703 704 705 706 701 708 709 710 711 712 713 714
613 674 675 6T6 671 6111 679 680 681 662 663 684 663 686 687 668 689 690 691 692 693
652 631 636 633 636 657 658 ``659
`
660 '661 662 667 664 663 666 667 668 669 670 671 672
631 632 631 634 633 636 ^637 f 14 41 6 1 641 644. 641. 646 647 648 649 65C 651
610 611 612 617 6l4 615 1 6 1 6 9 02 1 622 623 624 623 616 627 628 629 630
589 190 591 $9I 393 394 5
!!5^^
596 Sv, 99 6 601 602 603 604 60S 606 607 6G8 6 J9
568 569 570 571 $72 S iY SIS S76 5] 378 SBO SBl 362 583 384 585 566 367 381!
547 546 549 550 551 551 553 354 555 5)6 557 N 559 560 561 562 563 $64 565 566 567
526 5?7 326 529 53 SJI 532 S31 534 533 536 53
y







508	 5n9	 Sin	 S11
flog
y-direction .90
512 513 514 SIS
+
516 517 516 519 520 521 522 323 524 $25
484 491 492 1.9
L
*494 495 496 497 498 499 SOO 501 502 503 304
463 44 1 11S4. r 467 468 A46947 1) 471 472 473 474
Al
476 477 478 479 480 481 462 483




450 451 432 457 4 4 435 456 457 453 439 460 451 46.^
421 422 1 423 424 425 476 427
s
M
428 429 3 431 437 33 434 435 43b 431 476 439 440 44:
+Ou iU, »ul r.uJ »u4 »3s
6





flow .;	 .,,, at; G:6 41i
179 180 381 38I 383
4.
384 365 386 187 394 395 396 397 396 394
358 359 lbn 161
1
362 363 164 365 366 367 368 9 370 371 372 3731 374 375 376 371 378
3	 7 338 J 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 152 353 754 355 354 157
316 3 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 3:7 328 3:9 370 331 S32 373 334 315 33^
295 7Y 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 37 308 309 310 it 31: 311 314 315
274 275 27 111 278 279 60 281 287 283 284 2E5 2 287 256 28 '90 291 :92 793 294
253 254 15 256 257 258 259 160 161 262 263 264 265 260 267 68 ^^ 171 ?lI 213
232 233 2 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 I44 245 246 24 248 249 250 251 252
7	 l 212 ..i3 214 215 116 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 223 226 :27 :211 229 239 231
1 192 19) 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 201 '04 105 ZU :07 708 109 :1C
169 110 111 172 173 174 75 176 171 178 179 180 181 .82 183 184 18i li: 157 188 1119
148 149 150 151 152 157 154 :S5 156 157 158 159 160 161 6? 163 164 265 166 16' .0.
127 126 119 130 131 132 '133 134 13S 136 137 136 139 140 41 142 143 144 145
106 107 tl
87
n9 110 111 111 113 114 115 it 117 ll 119 120 1 1 1 12? 11i 1:4 ::5
A6 119 90 9: 91 93 9- 95 91 9A 99 WO 101 :C' 103 0 . 105
6. 6S 66 67 68 68 71 .	 f . 63 8:
43 44 45 46 47 45 49 50 5l 5: 53  54 53 36 61 6: 63
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 x 33 34 l5
Wl
40 41 42
1 7 3 4 5 { 7 8 9 10 1t 1I 13 14 19 20 :l
52
Fig. 28 - Friction Factor Modification
R rL . .	 I ..,LffY OF THE
CRIGNAL PAGE IS POOR
} 53
3.	 Input #3 - Physical Information
I(


























650	 679	 7UU 721	 742	 763	 784
li
5.	 Input #5 - Right Boundary Cells of Each Segment
IBNDR
1e34567.89U12345678901234567R9U123456789012345b7890123456789U123456789U1234567ti90
'11	 32	 53 70	 94	 99	 124	 145	 166	 186	 2U6	 226	 247 266	 286 306
327	 346	 3bd 389	 411	 432 	 474	 495	 516	 SJ7	 558	 b79 6UU	 621 642663	 684	 705 726	 747	 768	 7119
M1
6.	 Input #6 - Cells that Require Zeroing of Calculated Vp
IBC
123456789U123456789012345678901234567890123ii567890123,15676901234b6789U123'ib67890
25	 26	 U4 65	 66	 67	 67	 50	 51	 52	 ;i3	 54	 '5b 5b	 57 58
59 	 6U	 bl 62	 149	 210	 403- 467	 552	 575	 5 -16	 577	 578 166	 186- 206





7. Input #7 - Cells that Require Zeroing of Calculated Up
IBD
123456789U12345676901234567R9U123456789012345b7890123i ► 567890123456789U1234567b9U
70	 94	 99 124 145 166 186 206 226 247 2u6 286 298 30b 320 327348 368 U9 411 432 454 474 495 516 537 5:)a 579 . 600 621 642 b63684 705 72b 747 '768 789
8. Input #8 - Discharge Rate of-Rivers
RB
123456789012345678901234567S901234567890123456789012315676y0123456787U12
6.7056U U.O	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
9.	 Input #9 - Manning Coefficient
123456789U1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123l15678901231156789U12
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 1615 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 1b15 15 15 15 l5 15 15 15 15 15
15 15 15 15 15 15
18 15 15 15 18 1818 18 18
18 18 18 18 16 15 15 18 18 16 18 18 18 18 18 18
18 15 15 18 15 18 18 18 15 lb 15 15 15 15 15 15 18
18 16 18 18 16 18 15, 18 18 lb 18 1.8 18 Its 18 18 In 1ts
18 16 18 16 1u 1.b 18 1818 16 18 18 16 16 18 18 18
'	 18 lb 18 16 1b 16 18 18 18 10 18 18 18 18 to18 1b 18 18 it) 18 18 16 16 13 18 18 1U 18
18 18 18 15 1b IB 18 18 18 18 18 18 181818 16 15 18 18 18 18 18 16 18
18 18 18 18 lb 18 18 18 18 1818-1d 18 18 15 16 18 18 18
18 16 18 18 lb 16 18 18 1818 lu 18 18 ib 18 18 18 1E118 18 18 18 15 18 18 18
18 16 lei 18 1b 18 IS 18
i8 In lb 15 lti 18 18 18 18
18 16 15 18 id 16 18 1E310 10 10 10 1d lb 18 18 18
10 !0 10 10 16 18 18 2312 lb 10 18 18 18 ,18
12 15 18 '10 lei 18 18'
12 15 18 18 l 18 18
12 1b 18 18 id 10 1815 1b 18 lb 18 1015 '5U 50 b0 bU 1615 bU 5U 5U bU 15
15 5U 5U 50 ,bO 1515 bU 50 50 aU 1515 5U 50 50 bU 1515 bU 50 5U U 15
15 50 50 50 bU 15





10.	 Input #10 - Depth of Water Measured from Reference Plane
-!	 1234b6789u1234567b9012345b789U12345678901234567d90'123-+567890123456789'012
`	 40 30 39 21 21 30 35 37 40 37
w	 44 39 28 17 80 30 27 38 39 40 ti
`	 35 21	 9 9 eU 3U	 9 30 35 40.
(	 t9	 6 11 9	 i^3 3UW	 5	 6 60 20 !b 5
.3	 6	 54	 5	 9 14 11 16 12	 3 7	 7	 9	 7	 8	 4	 5	 44	 8 10 10 1312 12 12 1212 10
	
9	 7	 8	 8	 8	 5
10 lU 11 12 1z 12 11 10 10 lU 11	 11 10	 7	 9	 8	 8	 i A
8	 8 10 12 11 11 10 10 10 10 11 11 11	 7	 9	 6	 47 10 11 1011 10 10 10 10 IU 12 12 12	 8	 3 F.
'	 3	 10	 11 11 12 11	 11 10 11 10 10
	 9	 7	 3
7 10 10 11 1U 11	 10 10 10	 9	 8	 5	 17	 9 10 12 1U 11	 11	 10 10	 8	 25	 9 10 11 10 11 11 10 7	 e f
--	
,	
6	 10	 10 9 12 11 11 10 5
8 lU 10 9 11 11	 10 10 4
4 10 10 9 11 12	 9	 7 4
6 .10 10 10 11 10	 9	 4
8	 9	 9 10 11 10 11	 6
3	 7	 3 11	 11 11	 11	 9 5
-:	 7	 8	 9 10	 1U 1.1	 10	 9
7	 8	 9 10 lU 10	 9 10 5
6	 6	 6 6	 6 7	 8	 8 ^.6 1U	 9 10	 9 8	 6
2 10 10 10	 9 7	 52	 8 10 9	 8 b 10




8	 1	 1 1	 1 b10	 1	 1 1	 1 10 ^g10	 1	 1 1	 1 10 110	 1	 1 1	 1 1U10	 1	 1 1	 1 lU 910	 1	 1 1	 1 1010	 1	 1 1	 1 1010	 1	 1 1	 1 1010	 1	 1 1	 1 1010	 1	 1 1	 1 10
11.	 Input #11 - Modification of Friction Factor
NMODFX, NMODFY
Input #12 - Cell Number and Values of Friction Factors for FX
KC, OF
Input # 13 - Cell Number and Values of Friction Factors for FY
KC, OF
1234 56 789U1234567a90123456789U1234567890123456789012.14567890123456789U12311567t i 90'	
d	
^














471	 1.1	 493	 1.1	 b15	 1.1	 537
	
1.1





12.	 Input #14 - Starting Time and Number of Tide Stations
TMIL, ITSN
Input #15 - , Tide Equation Coefficients and Time Phase
CA, CB, CC, CD, TD
M+ 1G345b789UI23456789012S45b7R9U1234567890123456789012:51F567890123456789U1234567890
13.5	 3	 ct;.
T 1.03042	 1.24243	 0.004188	 U.0567114 210. 
1.08915	 1.11665	 0. U04188	 -0.(103245 120.
i ' 1018329	 193Ubf328	 0.004188	 -0.182198 60.





14.	 Input #17 - Boundary's, Nature, Total Number of Cells in the
Bbundary, and Relative Information
NATURE, NBC, RZNF





2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11





e	 23	 44	 65













Input #20 River Marsh Boundary Bottom Cells
IRMBB
Input #21 - River Marsh Boundary Top Cells
IRMBT










`	 Input #24 - Cell Number, Avis of the Spoil Bank in Each Cell, i
Depth of Spoil Bank
d





154Y	 9.	 114Y	 7-	 195Y	 7.	 196X	 9. 217Y	 9-	 2j8Y	 8-	 2s9Y	 9.	 260Y	 13. ^	 3
31UY	 b.	 3G1Y	 5:	 643Y	 5.	 364Y	 6. 385Y	 6•	 4U6Y	 7.	 42.7Y	 5.	 446Y	 6- '	 7
469Y	 3.	 49UY	 0-	 b11Y	 0.	 532Y	 0. 553Y	 0.	 574Y	 U. n':1
s
17.	 Input #25 -'Total Number of Passes Where Discharge Rates will
be Calculated
LDSCH
Input #26 - Total Number of Cells at Each Pass, IAXIS of Flow j
Direction 3
NCDSCH, IAXIS
















TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION 1	 11 = .30-
TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION 1 21 = .87 [
r TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION 1	 3) = 1.50
VOLUME FLOW RATE AT LOCATION	 t 11 = -2579;10.91 CU.FT./SEC _ rb1
VOLUME FLOW RATE AT LOCATION ( 21 = 138607.38' CU.FT./SEC
JQ
T=	 360.00 DELT_	 2.00 MIL. T-	 19.50 A)
TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION 1 	 11 =
TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION	 1'21	 =
i.U8
.59
TIDE,' HEIGHT AT STATION	 1	 31	 = 1.17
{ VOLUME FLOW RATE AT LOCATION	 I 11	 = -532609.66 CU.FT./SEC
y VOLUME FLOW RATE	 AT LOCATION	 1'21 = 86840.43 CU.FT. /SEC (Y
T=	 420'.00 DELI=	 2.00 MIL. T=	 20.50
TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION (	 11 = -.09
TIDE HEIGHT_ AT STATION '1	 21 = .34
.' TIDE HEIGHT, AT STATION	 1 3) =
VoLU-E FLOW RATE AT LOCATION	 1 11	 =
.85
-656'387.59 CU FT./SEC
' VOLUME FLOW RATE AT LOCATION	 1 2)	 = -28599,.07 CU.FT. /SEC
-----	 -T=	 480.00 OFLT=-	 - 2.00 MIL. I=	 21.50-_
TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION t	 11 = -.19
TIDE HEIGHT AT STATION	 (. 21	 = .14
TIDE HEIGHT	 AT STATION	 (	 3)	 = .54
VOLUME FLOW RATE AT LOCATION	 ( It = -678752.15 CU.FT./SEC T3 VOLUME FLOW RATE AT LOCATION	 1 21	 = -31559.35 CU.FT. SEC"
RIVER -	 I	 FLOW RATE _ -44000.00 CU.FT./SEC+1
t,
f' RIVER -	 2	 FLOW RATE _ .'00 CU.FT./SEC 3`
' •
RIVER -	 3_' FLOW RATE = .DO CU.FT./SEC'
,1
i
RIVER -	 4	 FLOW RATE - .00 CU.FT./SEC













HEIGHT FROM REF ERENCE PLANE TO SURFACE38






".	 32 .89 .DU .Au .00
.AU .51
r 31 .89 .OU .OU .00 .00 .53
304 .91 .0U . UU .00
z" 29 .93 .ou .AU .00 .DO .59




26 .94 .97 .96 .97 .97 .96 .95
ZS . 93 . 97 .97 . 98 .98 .98
.98 3
24 .97 :	 .98 .98 .98 .99 1.00 1.04
r "
23 .99 .99 .98 .99 1.x10 1.06 1.08
22 .97 . 98 1-60 1.01 1. U3 1.08 1.10 1.11
21 I. D01.03








-1.13 1.15 1.15 1.16 1,17 .71U
19 1.14 . 1.16 1.16 ,1.15 1.16 4
17 1.11 1 - 12 1.13 1.14 1.17 1.17 1.15 1.15
16 1.08 1.,10 1.12 1.12 1.17 1.17 1.16 1.14 1.15is 1.07 1-08 1.10 1 - 11 1.15 1.15 1. 1S 1.13 1.13
14 1.081.07








1.09 1.11 1.14 1.13 1.13 1:13








.97 . 99 1. 02 1. U3 L U3 1. 112 1 - 05
I. U8 1.09 1.09 1. 12 I. 10 1. O8 1.0510 1. 00 1.00 1. UL 1. U1 1.03 1. U3 1. U2
1.07 I. U7 1.07 1. 09 1.11 1.09
 1. ^J9 #19
8 1.00 • 98 .98 . 99 .99 1. U1 1 - U2 i. U3
1. U6
1.04




. 96 .98 -	 . 99 1. U2 1. U6 1. U2










1.07 1. U9 1.11 1.14 1.14 1.13	 1.10E S  •93 . 88 . 9U .91 1.01 -97 1.03 1.05 1.09










.97 .96	 a97r .59 .64
.61 <
.68
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MAGNITUDE AND nIRECT ON OF VELOCITIES
33 .0 .0 ;.0	 i.0	 .0 '.038 .0 .0 10 '	 .0	 ioo 1.0
37










35 .0 .0 . 0	 ;.0	 .0 1.635 270:0 .0 ,.0	 =.0	 .0 90'.0
60 .7 i
3 4 90.0 .0 .0	 .0	 rU 6U 0
33 .1 0 .0	 .0	 t0 .B
33 90.0 .0 ,.0	 .0	 . U S13'.032
.1 .0 1.0	 .0	 .'0 .9
32 190.0 .0 .0	 :O	 .0 30.031 .2 .0 ..0	 :0	 .0 .8
F^
31 .90.0 .0 .0	 U $w.0
31 .2 t0 .0	 :0	 .0 .930 90^U .0 .0	 ;.O	 .0 ;90.029 .3 .0 i. U	 ,.0	 . U 1.4
29 90.0 .0 .0 	 .0	 .0 60:0
28 .4 .l` .2	 .4	 1.4, 1.3 i
28 88.6 66.7 54.3	 28.9	 26.8 79.3s 27 .Z .4 .3 .3	 .4	 .7 1.6
27 32.6 81.3 68.9 61.1
	
46.6	 4'5.3 79:U26 .2 .4 .3 .4	 .4	 .6 .4
76 81.2 86.6 78.7 70.4	 63.1	 53..0 73.7
j i 25 .9 .3 .4 .4	 .4	 .3 .S1	 #2 2S 79.4 84.9 82.0 '80.0	 88.2	 1U3.8 99.9
1 24 .3 .3 .6 .3	 .3	 .4 .6
E 24 80.8 83.3 86.2 91.8 114.4	 107.5 ,90.6
23 .2 .4 .5 .9 .5	 .5	 .5 .5
23 15.0" '57.9 78.5 91.7 108,6	 98.0	 84.5 87.6 J
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19 .2' .2 .3 .4 1.11 .9	 .8	 .7
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16 .3 .4 .5 .5 .9 .8	 .8	 .7 .4 !!316 91.11 190.5 92.1 94 .0 '93.7 99.3 103.9 104.1 108.8
15 .d .5 .6' .6 .8 .8	 .7	 .7 .5 k
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Magnitude and Direction of Velocities (Continued)
10 .1	 .3	 .4	 .5 .6 .4 .4	 .4, .4 .3 .3	 .2 .2 .2	 .2
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7 311.9 321.6 321.8 331.1 b0.9 46.. 0 41.6	 63.1 IAU . 5 76.7' 45.3	 32.6 137.7 116 . 9 112.7 123.1 203.8
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S .8	 .2 .2 .2 .2	 .2 .2	 .2 .1
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' 4 .l .3	 .2	 .4	 .1 .14 l 68.1 195.5 203.9 252.S 239.2 103.5 $^
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',. 2 .1 .1	 .1	 .1	 .2 .4 .4 .2	 _.1 .0
` 2 97.9 340.2 3S8.8 303.7 316.7 25.7 32a.4 338.5 287.9 147.6
1 .2 .2	 .1	 .4	 .5 3 .3 .2	 .2 .2
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' Convective Acceleration (Continued)
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Dispersion Coefficients (Continued)
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6	 0. 12.	 26.	 64. 20. 14. 8. 0. 0. 3. 1. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0.5 0.	 7.	 16. 43= 23. S. 0. 2. 2.5 18.	 39.	 86. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.4	 35.	 15.	 14. 15.	 14.	 16.
4	 t8.	 in.	 6. 1 2r	 40.	 78 .
3	 38.	 19.	 24. 14.	 15.	 16. 32. 25. 11. 8.
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2 -	 39.	 26.	 27. 19.	 31.	 24. 33. 31. 25. 15.
2	 16.	 28.	 31.- 30.	 36.	 49. 32. 34. 31. 26.
t	 rav_	 marten,.
NET VELOCITIES  IN'I-T n IRECTION • 1100033
^..	 `	 33	 0. b00.	 2.	 2.	 2. -36.
" 37 -545. 1406. 412. 410. 411. 36.
^• 37 0. 119. 58. 7. -37. -14.
36 -528. 199. 226. 228. 1202. 51.
36 0. 69. 52. 9. -28. -8.
-516. 351. 172. 175. 163. 59.
35 0. 74. 48. 10. -26. -10.
34- -.504. 121. 136. 139. 125. 70.°
34 0. 68. 44. 11. -20. -7.
33 _494. 99. 110. 113. 107. 78.
33 0. 76. 46. 12. -21. -9..
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32 0. 74. 47. 13. -22. -9.
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14
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`
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Net Velocities in X-X Direction 1000 (Continued)
10 0.	 -61.	 40.	 -56. -11.	 -1. 22. 30. 32. 33. 20. e. -2. 2. 6.
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7 0.	 -142. -137.	 -72. 247.	 -13. -129. -81. -4. 9. 9. -27. -28. -16. -3. D. 3.6 0.	 217.	 215. 252.	 91. 9. -54. -181. -55. 48. -42. -34. -17. -3. 3. 3.6 0.	 -138.	 70. 74.	 -88. -145. -69. 0. 0. 27. -11. -13. 0. 0. 0. O.S 0.	 69. -40. -235. -199. -166. 0. -31. -17.4 S =102. -289. -68.	 0. 0. 0. 0. U. 0.4 -7. -170.	 -5.	 -33.	 -44. -37.4 -24.	 133.	 -20. -138.	 -46. -39.3 -3.	 -65. -123.	 j95.	 18. -237.-11001. -315. -1711. -74.3 -55.	 63.	 0.	 0. -424. -138.	 44. 117. 85. 75.2 1.	 -53. -117.	 -71.	 25. 109.	 258. 202. 167. 92.2 - 119.	 5.	 79.	 '103. -196. -16.	 43. 63. 4. -161 4.	 -29.	 30.	 154.	 -69. -64.	 -33. S3. -6. -34.1 -126.
	 72.	 61..	 -39. -314. 8.	 124. 4. -22. 19.
TOTAL • DISCHARGE AT LOCATION 1
	
11 - .2614449+11
-TOTAL - DISCHARGE 17 LOCATION 1 	 11 _ -.2722625.11
:J TOTAL • DISCH A RGE AT LOCATION 1 21 = .3146757+10TOTAL - DISCHARGE AT LOCATION l
	
21 - -.2302525.10







1. The first step in the verification process is checking the
tide heights at each tide station with actual data. Actual
data obtained from tide charts are plotted with the data
predicted by the model. Comparison of the tidal amplitudes
and phases between each set of data is then made. An example
is shown in Figure 29.
2, The second step in the verification process involves the com-
parison of discharge rates at each pass within the system. Field
measurements taken by the Corps of Engineers at Main Pass and
Cedar Point are plotted with the model predicted values. Figure
30 and 31 illustrate this method.
3.- The third step in the verification process depends on the suc-
cessful completion of a cyclic material balance. In this case
all of the input terms contributing to system mass minus all
of the mass output terms should be close to zero for the tidal
cycle (under normal conditions). Input terms include river
discharge rates and positive discharges at each pass, while
output terms include negative discharges at each pass and/or
river or channel. Table summarizes the material balance
concept for a condition in which bay behavior was normal
(i.e. no unusual wind, tidal or river flow conditions).
4. The last step in the verification procedure involves checking
the flow direction and speed at various locations within the
system. This method is dependent upon the availability of
velocity data for point within the bay and, perhaps in some
cases where surface or bottom data are taken, the interpreta-
tion of data to conform to the model base, (average over depth
and within the grid area). In most cases, this comparison
provides trend assessment rather than a specific, quantitative
check on the system. An illustration is shown in Figure 32
and Figure 33 for the entire bay. Data used were taken from
McPhearson (10) and includes ebb flow and flood flow conditions.
F. The Use of the Hydrodynamic Model:
The hydrodynamic model developed for the Mobile Bay system has been
used in several studies. Results show that the model has the capability
of handling a wide variety of problems and of providing important informa-
tion about the system over several different time frames. A list of
research studies shown below will give users an insight into several
model capabilities,
1. Hydrodynamic parametric studies in 1972 by Hill and April ( 7 )
were conducted to determine the affects of wind direction and
j	 speed, river flow rate changes, channel effects, convective
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Fig. 30.--Comparison of discharge rates calculated by thy;
hydrodynamic model with actual field data taken May 15 and 16,
1972, for Main Pass in Mobile Bay.
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Fig. 31.--Comparison of discharge rates calculated by the
hydrodynamic model with actual field data taken May 15 and 16,
1972, for Cedar Point in Mobile Bay.
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Figure 32-- Velocity Patterns for Ebb Tide
Conditions in Mobile Bay.
Figure 33.- Velocity Patterns for Flood Tide
Conditions in Mobile Bay.
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2. Mobile Bay salinity distributions were studied using the
hydrodynamic model to provide average velocity and dispersion
r data on a tidal cycle average time frame.	 This study in-
cluded the investigation of wind effects and river flow rates
on salinity patterns within the bay,, 	 An extension of this
work could relate the flushing characteristics of the bay
1 during seasonal variations. 	 ( 7) ^:
1	 I
3. Total coliform group distribution studies were studied by
' Liu and April (8 ) in a non conservative species transport r. °
model.	 The hydrodynamic model was used to furnish net
velocities over the tidal cycle and maximum velocities for
each water cell within the system.	 Dispersion coefficients f.^
j	 R
1
were also provided in this study.
4. April and Brett (9 ) used the hydrodynamic model to provide
current data for isolated sections of the bay in which
maintenance dredging activities were concentrated. 	 In these
investigations, transport and distribution of sediment brought
up from the bay bottom during dredging were predicted using
a modified conservative species model.	 This model included
resuspension of sediment from the bay bottom, settling and
?
hindered settling mechanisms.	 Also studied were trend
behavior of sediment transport over long periods including
an assessment of the impact of Mobile ship channel construction
on bay bottom configuration and sediment deposition patterns,
5. The hydrodynamic behavior of Little Dauphin Bay has been
investigated using the hydrodynamic model. 	 The initial goal
of the project is to predict the distribution and flushing
characteristics of pollutants within this restricted tidal
water body.
In addition to the above on-going investigations, the hydrodynamic model
will also be utilized in the following future studies:
F	 1. Storm surge effects on estuary system behavior,
2. Continued sediment and turbidity distribution studies,
3. Adaptation of remote sensing data collection methods to
mathematical modeling techniques.
`	 4. Mississippi Sound-Mobile Bay interactions at Cedar Point.
5. Interactive coupling of the hydrodynamic model with the
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G. Limitations of the Hydrodynamic Model;
At the present time the hydrodynamic model is operational and
is capable of handling a wide variety of problems. However, there
are some restrictions which are placed on its formulation to make
it functional at an economic level. Plans to continue investigations
to modify the model and thereby remove some of the restrictions are
underway. These modifications will thus provide .a model suitable
of an even wider range of applications for which bay system behavior
is needed.
In its present form the hydrodynamic model is restricted by the
following;
1. Only rigid (fixed) boundaries can be handled in the current
hydrodynamic model. Land areas which could become flooded
fduring high water periods are not accounted for (except in
the river-marsh area in the northern bay).,-
J.2. The model assumes a constant density throughout the system.
Thus density induced currents are considered negligible.
Simulation of salt wedge effects (stratification) is possible
in those portions of the system where this behavior is known
to exist.
a
3. Wind velocities are restricted to values below 25 knots.
This condition is partly related to the ability of the model










The development of the general program for the hydrodynamic model was
accomplished under the sponsorship of a National Aeronautics and Space
Administration contract (NAS8-29100), the help of Geological Survey of Alabama
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C GENERAL HYDROD)NAMI'C PROGRAM - VERSION 1.28.76 h;NGHG030






DIMENSION	 VOL (20)r	 143(20)r	 Y.C(100)r	 VF(lOD)r	 AMIJY(2500). ASNGH0060
000007 U5U lLuC(250)a	 1HD(2501r	 ISPACE(3),	 FX(2500)r FY(2500)r PIN GH0070








/ Z(2500) t 	H12500? r 012500) r 	I314DL(200) r 	IRNDR(200) e/A
MNGHU090
FINGH0100 






COHMON /D/ VMAG(2500)r	 SETA (2500 	 AH1(2500)v	 AH2(25UO)r MNGH0130
t' UOu014 u5u 1SUMX ( 2500) , 	 SUh y (g500) r	 SUhiXNT ( 2500) r 	 SUMY1IT (2500) r MNGH0I40






















UUUO22 056 1r	 '	 +	
11DATA
	
IFRM	 / r (1'r	 1H0'r	 1	 11	 1	 + 1 r
MNGH0230



















' gr r ryf	 • 10 r rDATA	 1140ENT	 /111x12'r'31r'4' r'51rr6rr 7ttr htNGH0290 
UODU3U 056 y'111 1' 121r'13^r'14'1'151r'i%rr'17r r' lgr r r19r r r20r• MNG110300
000031 05o *1211#122',123'x1241,125'p,26-,1279,1281r'291#1301r
MNGH0310









UUUU37 05u ^1bIIr182','8310841#1551086108711188't 'E9 11901r tnNGH0370
0OU U36 05b +191' x1 9211'93'+194109510 1161r1971#1981o199'r11001/
MNG110380
,000(739 U5o C MNGH039OMNGH0400OODU40 05t) C PRI14TER tiNGHU410
D00041 056- IP = o WIGH0420OODU42 056 C T)1PE
=
rPINGII0430UODU43 U5b ITAPE2	 2 mNGH0440
000044 050 11f.	 3 _ 3PE 1 JJGPI04S0
UODU4b U56 C HEADER ,
UODU4u 05o I14P = 5
MNGH0470
ODUU47 05t, C MNGH0480MNGH04 0
U000µ0 U5u IiC	 =	 U
ODU049 Obu -P1	 =	 4,*ATAN(1.)
14MNGHOOO
GH0S00
UOU050 050 ArMAD = 18U./PI MNGM1510
000051 056 DO 5 I - 1. 20
'MNGH0520
UUUU52 Obb OISiM)	 = U. MNGH0530
D00053 056 <5 CONTINUE MNGHU540000054 USu IJAM'= 4 Mt1G'i0550
i
OOuQ55 05b ILP - 3
i.
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
ti}
L,_ na^+Ft+^taq,. x..	 ,iu.^ .	 .r.^, m	 . ,s^rwl .. ^-,+tk5• as».c.	 .c _. .__^sva-__. ^» _.._> .,.^.,. ,^ < 	 ,	 .	 _^	 _	 _.,, .	 ,	 . ^ ,._ ^ucss _ 	 ^^ _
_	
I si
0QU0 llu U5b IS€T1 = 1 MNGI 10560I4NGH0670 ri







FURdAT(rlrt11Urr*s+ 	 It.PUT DATA CHECK	 to*. r ///) ANGI106 0
UJuuul 05'j C REAL 11, F'ROGRAt'l CONTROL CARD IING1106
1
0
'	 r UUUUb1 U6u READ(INPr1U)'IFr?Tr	 ICORFr	 ICONVr	 10RIGr	 IRM(3r -1SPoKr	 IDSCHr MhJGHO62tlMIlGP1U630





01 TE(IP,11),IFM T r	 ICORFr 1CONVr	 IORIG•	 IRMBo	 ISPBKr	 IDSCH. NNGH0650
ffr
OuUuuu U5o lIiluDFr	 ICKr'INI;D Fq 'INC lAtJGHQ660
0000u7 UJG 11 FOHI•tAr(r	 r.III2) MNGH3680MNGH0680
u0u0od U5o -	 -IF	 (IFt'T.	 0.0)	 IFAT = 6 MNGNOb90 t UUUU69 056 IFRA(7)	 =	 ISPACE(IF'.1T-4) MNGFIU700
ODU^7J 056 L kEiku IL1 GEOMETRICAL INFORMATION






WR1TE(1Pr31)	 I `_F-	 IROWr	 IVr	 IUr	 IRr	 NCr	 NCPR
IANGH
NGHU730i^ 





C READ Ih PHYSICAL IJJFORMATION







vR1TE(IPr41)	 Ivr	 TIiETAr	 DELSr	 DELT.	 TIM#	 SLADJ
th1NG1078
tiMNGH07O
t+ uu0u79 05b 41 FURAAT(+	 ri7FI6.3)
MNGH0790
000000 050 FAA = GELT/4. MNGHO8t0
UUUUBI 05o FAU`= CELT/DEL5 ?_0
OUuU82 056 FAC = lu.l*)ELT/DEL5 M.NGH08r11JGHG830
UUU083 U56 Tlil	 =	 TI,•i*3(,00. VN






READ II. LEFT AND RIGHT BOUNDARY CELLS OF WATER CELL SEGMENTS WIGH0860ODU080
UOu087
056
OSb READ( li!P,bJ)(IbNDL(I)r 	 I=1rISB)
MNGH0870
MNGH088U















IfitP{I)	 p OF PRINT REPETITIONS FOR EACH SEGMENT	 IN A ROW M IJGHU930 a00UUy3
UOuU94 U56 DU 65 I = 1; ISO h1NGIiU940 biNGH0950
'
UUuu95 U5o u5 IRLP(1)	 =	 15NDIN(I)	 -	 IBIJDL(I)	 + 1





NUtt(1)	 =	 (1P?IDL(1)	 -1	 )*IFMT	 +	 5 1414Gr10970
OOUO98 056 DO 74 J = 2.ISV MNGHO990 1J UUu099 056 Kn	 113NDL(J)	 -	 I(IN:L(J)/IJCPR*IJCPR -	 1







14U14(J)	 = KK*IFt,T	 +	 5 ht)G11IOlUttJGH1020
UUU102 Ub6 74 Cui•.TIivUE





REA1)(1GIj,p1)l(I1'C:ItIir 	 I=10IV) I.INGII1G40 y
ODUIUb O5b








-GH1070Wt(ITEIIPr81)(1iC(I) r 	I=lrIV) PIN
r UuulOU 056
,








FOti>)AT ( r	 9,161b)
(ILAU	 114 U1SCIIAPGE RATES OF RIVERS h1MG111300 1i
UuoIII u54 kLAU(ItJIar^U)(Rt (I)r	 I=1rIR) IdNGH1110
AI	 w














I 0OU113 056 Vk1 TL( IPr91)ME II), 	 I=1,IK)
FNGH1130
UOU114 uSu 91 FOIt-,';Al ( r	 r r (8F 10.5) MNGH1140
!.' puUIIb Uut) DO ri5	 I	 = 104C MNG111150
00ullo U5b AMNY(I)	 = 0.0 MNG111160
000117 U5u bb Z(l)	 =	 0.0 MNGH1170
t 00011b U50 DU 9b K = 1rISU M(JGI11180
" UUU119 _ obb KF	 =	 1011OL(K) M14G111190
0Ou1LU U5b KL	 =	 IP14UR(K) MNG111200
060121 056 C RLAD	 Ile 0AIrIMIG COLFFFICIE14TS MNGH1210 r.Y1
UOU122 1156 REAa(INP,lUU)	 (At ,lIJY(I),I=KFrKL) MNGH1220 -'
000123 050 lu0 FUkh1AT((%6F3.0)) MNG111230
00u124 056` 9b VoU TE(IP,101)	 (APNY(I)r1=KFrKL) MNGH1240
F
!
0Ou1.25 056 -- lUl f-OW-IAT( o 	9#(26F3-0)) MNGH1250
r000126 050 Du	 ilu
	
I = 1,NL MNG111260
UUU127 050 110 AHI	 (1)	 = WNY(I)/1000. FNGil270
UOU126 U5b UU 120	 K = lrISR MNGH1280I
1 UUU129 056 KF =-1RNOL(K)- MNGH1290
!	 ! UOU130 Ubu KL =	 I	 NUR(K) MNG111300
000131 U5u C RLAD IN DEPTHS OF 4ATEP CELLS MNG111.310
006132 05o READ (It:P,140) 1ZII). 	 1=KFrKL) MNGW1320_
OOul33 U5o 140 FORPIAT ( (26(`4:0)) MtJGH1330
OOU134 05o 120 vo^tITE(IPr141)(Z(I). 	 I=KFrKL) MNGH1340
ODU135 056 141 FJR 1A T( • 	 r • (26F3.0) 5 MNG111350
U0uI30 U50 DO 155 K = 1.	 159 MNG111360 xh
000137 05o I6TRT =	 1314DL(K) hNGH13701
uoul38 056 IJJIT =	 lyuDR(K) MNGHl 00I r! UOU139 05b UJ 154 I = 1STRTr	 IOUIT MNGH1390
;. UUU140 056 154 Z(1)	 = Z(I)+SLADJ T1NG141400
' 0OU141 05u 155 CuNTI(JUE h9NG111410
000142 056 C- MNGH1420
000143 05b C 114ITIALIZATION Ii NGH1430
I UUU144 056 C MNGI11440
ODU14o 050 DO 170	 I = 1rNC MNGFI1450
' UUu14o U5o U(1)`
	 =	 0.0 VNGH14oOIANGH1470
:'- UGU147 U5o V(1)	 =	 0.0
' 000148 05b uP(I)	 =	 0.0 I.iNG1 1480
OCU149 05t^ VP(I)	 _	 0.0' 0I46141490 J
0UU15U 056 H(I)	 _	 0.0 MNGH1500
UOU151 056 U(I)	 _	 Z(1) MNGH1510
OOU152 056 VMAG(I)	 = 0.0 MNGH1520
000153 056 br-TA (l)	 =	 0.0 h+NG111530
UUU154 656 5U14X(I)	 = 0.0 MNGH1540
' oouibb ubb SU1.5Y(1)	 =	 U.O hIN6111b50
00015u 050 SJMXNT(I)	 ="0.0 (1NGH15E0
' UUU1 i? U5o SUM eNT(I)	 =:0.O MNGH1570
4 000153 05b FXII)	 =	 1.0 MNGH1580
0OU159 056 FY(I)	 =	 1.0 0MNGHI60 pUOu1.6J U5b	 ' 170 CONTI(JUE MNGH1 
uuul:ul U56 R = 0.0 t4NG111610MNGHI620UUU182 Ubb C VELOCITIES 0ODIFICATION FACTOR
UUUlu3 650, IF	 (IMODF.00.0)	 GO TO 190 MNG141630
000104 Ubb C INPUT ND OF Cl<LLS'TO LIE MUDIFIFD W4GH164o
ODU16b .Obu 1ZLAD(111Pr172) NiAODFX,	 tJIAOUFY WIGH1.650 -
DUulbu U5b 172- FOHMAT(215) MNG111660






















05o.	 C	 X-r)IRECTION	 VNGH1700




OUu17J	 UbU	 175	 F0Kl•!AT(8(Ib,FS.?))	 MIJGH1730
f	 "i	 uUul74	 U5u	 nl	 TRr176)	 (f;C(I)rVF(I)r.I=1rNMODFX)	 MIJGH1740	 9
d	 ij	 UuU175	 05u
	
176	 FJ , x	 71, 1 1	 rr^(IbrF5.2))	 MNGH1750	 d
UUu1.70	 U50	 UU	 ;';.	 I _ 1.NVOUFX	 Mts^,H1760




	 U5 	 179	 FA(J)	 = VF(I)	 (aNGH1780
UUU179	 J56	 C	 Y-uIRECTIOrt	 MNGH1790	 ^a
U06180	 U5u	 loo	 IF	 (NCJODFY.EO.(j)-GO TO 190	 14NGH1800
d	 JUU161	 U50	 kE14JtIl!Prl).^ 5)	 (KC(I),VF(I)rI=lrNMODFY) 	 MNGH18107	 t!1	 UUuld2	 050'	 165	 FJR;4AT(8(I5rF5.2)) 	 MNGH1820
'j	 000163
	
050	 WRITE(IP,180	 (KC(I)rVF(I)rI=1rNMODFY) 	 MNGH1830
1	 is	 UOU184	 05u	 166	 FJRAAT( r 	r,8(I5tF5.2))	 MNGH1840
i	 ";	 ODU185	 050	 DU 189 1 = lrNh.ODFY	 MNGH1850
OOul8u	 050	 J = KC(1)	 MIJGH1860
ODU187	 U5o
	 It 9	 FY(J)	 =. VF (I)	 h1NGH1870	 ^+
UUu186	 056	 190	 CONTINUE	 -MWGH1880
J0u189	 050	 C	 IdNGH1890




ODU192	 Obb	 IF (W.LT.23.64)	 GO TO 220	 MNGH1920
ij	 000193	 056	 Arc = (.00011 d	 ,00025*(1.-23.6446/W))/100.	 MNGH1930




	 AK = .0000011	 MNGH1950
OUu196	 050	 230	 CONTINUE	 MNGH1960'	 ti
j	 ODU197	 U5o	 C	 t'INGH1970
ODU196
	
050	 C	 HEMEMSER TO MENTION THE DIRECTION OF CALCULATION 	 MNGH1980
000199	 0^)0	 C	 TliETA IS MEASUkED FROM X-AXIS COU14TER-CLOCKWISE	 MNGH1990
OUu20U	 056	 C	 MNGH2000
!	 000201	 Oyu	 X = AK*W*W*COS(THETA)	 MNGH2O10
000202 `	 056	 Y = AK+W*W*5IN(THETA)	 MNGH2O20	 a
ODU203	 05o	 C	 WIGH2O30
t	 000204	 056	 C	 MNGH2040
UUU205	 05o	 C	 CALCULATE CORIOLIS FORCE	 MNGH2O50
UUU206	 056	 C	 MNGH2O60
UUU2J7	 05q	 CDR = 0.0000727	 MNGF?2070	 ti
0Uu2Ud	 U5ro	 IF	 (ICORF,EO.0)	 COR=0.0	 MNGH2O80
UUU209	 050	 C	 M14GN2090
00 ,J210	 U5o	 C	 Ptil;4TING CONTROL FOR MANNING FRICTION FACTOR AIJD INITIAL DEPTH 	 MIJG)d2100
00U211	 050	 C	 MNGH2110
OOu212	 056	 C	 mNGH2120
'	 00u213	 056	 IF (IMNDP.£O.0) GO TO 245	 MNGH2130
UUU214	 05U	 CALL PRINT1(4,AHfJYr	 MNGH2140
-UUu215	 05U	 190AHNllJG FRICTION FACTOR 	 r)MNGH2150-
000210	 0O5'.•	 CALL PRINTl(2rLr	 MNGH2160
UUU217	 USu	 l$JLPTH OF +4ATEt< FRO(; BOTTOM OF HAY, TO REFERENCE: PLANE 	 r)MNGH2170
ODU11d
	
U5o	 245	 Du 25U I _ 1,NC,	 hiNGH2180
ODU219	 U50	 250	 A'-IthY(l)'=	 14.57*0,r14Y(I)**2)	 MNGH2190
000220	 OSU	 IIC = INC t T	 MNGH2200
UUU221	 05o	 CALL	 30UIVD1(INf ? rIP,TMIL,ITSl q , TB, HUB,FABrFACrDELTr-DELSrNCPR r R)	 MNGH2210
uuua2
	
U56	 G	 REAL) FAPE	 MNGH2220
00022;	 U5u	 IF	 (ICK.E0.0)	 GU TO 450	 t•94GFtL2lU
U00224	 050	 RuIINJ ITAPE3	 M14GH2240
















v?	 ! 000227 056 kLAD(ITAPE3',400)(V(I)r 	 I=1rNC) hlIQ6H2270







IF	 (ISETI.EG.2)	 GO TO 460 MNG112300
00u231 05tt CALL	 VEL1(1P,P.IP,II(tPtt+CPKrttC,DELT F}ELS,IORI$r1CONV,AMtJY,COR,1U , MNGH2310








UOU23t, 056 1TVr1t3Dr-I(3CrISh,FXrFYrFAArFABrFACrXrY) h'N0
1 0GO237 ub6 470 IF'(ISPOK.E0.0) 	 GO TO 500 h)14GN2370Ii UOU23(i 05o IF	 (IS-T2.EG.2)	 GO To 480 MNGH2380
ODU239 05b C/ALL S(;ANY.1(Ihf`rIPr14CPR. âELTrDELS,FAArFAC,CORrXrY) MNGH2390
t--,.	 ,	 ! 0Ou24(J 05u ISLT2 = 2 MNGH2400f.NGH2410I	 ” 000241 05r.) GO TO 500
000[42 056 460 CALL SbA14K2(INF"rIP,NCPRFDLLT,DELS,FAArFACrCORrXrY) MNGH2420
OUO243 U5o 500- CONTINUE MNGH2430
OOUZ44 U5u IF (IDSCH.EO.U) GO TO 550 tr,NGH2440
UOU245 05b 1L	 (ISFT3.EO.2)_60 TO 540 MNGH2450
0OU24t, 056 CALL UISCill(INPrIPrDELSrDELTrVOL.DISR,SDISRPrSDISR14rLDSCH) 67NGH2460







CALL UISCH2(I1,JP,IP,DELS,DELT,VOL,DISRrSDISNP,SDISRIJrLDSC}i: MNGH2490 S=







DO 590 J = IrISB
IGTRT = IBNDL(J) MNGH2520
1 OUO25^ U50- IWUIT = IBNDR(J) MNGH2530
000254 055 Do 590 I = ISTRT,IOUIT 1-iNGH2540
UUJ2S_r' Ubo XAX = SUMX(I) MNGH2550MNGH2560OOU256 05b XXP = ABS(UP(I)) MfJGH2570 





If	 (YYP.GT .YYY)	 SUMY(I) = YYP MNGH2600
0002b1 U5o 590 CUNTIOUE MNGH2610h1NGH2620000262 056 C CONVERT VP TO V AND UP TO U







V (I)	 =	 VP(I)
CALCULATE FIDE HEIGHT IN BAY MNG)12710
n
1
OUO272 055 DJ 610 J = IrISO MNGH2720M14GH2730UUU473 U5b 1r	 (lB(JDL(J).GE.(NC-NCPR))	 GO TO 615`
UUU[74 USb ISTRT	 _ IB14DL(J) MNGH2740
a
000275 U5b 1.JUIT =	 IrVJDR(J) hiNGH2750
UUU276 056 DU 610	 I = ISTRTrIOUIT
UUU277 U5o 610 MI)	 = H(L)	 + FAB*(UP(I)+VP(I)-13P(I+1)-VP(I+NCPR))+RtDELT MNG112770MNGl12780OUu27,3 Ut,,u 615 CUNT INUE MNGH279O
OUu279 U5o IF	 (AAOD(TMILr1440.).LT.0.000 1 )	 TMIL=0.0 a




T,,,iIL = THIL + LELT/60,
CALL BOUJ•JD2(ItJL`,-IpeTMILrITSN,TD,HDB.FABrFAC1DELTeDELS,NCPR,R) h'NGH2820











UODUO2	 024 C	 +	 1PRT0020
UUUUD3	 024	 C	 VERSION 1.28.7b	 1PRT0030
OOUOU4	 U24	 C	 IPRT0040	
s
ODUUUb_	 024	 C	 1PRTU050_
OODU'Uu	 02U	 SUBROUTINE PRI1jTI(IXY.STOREirX)	 IPRT0060
ODU007	 02U	 DIMENSION STOREI(2500)r STORE2(2500) r X(11)	 IPRT0070
•	 Oouuut)	 02U	 COMMON /A/ 7(2bOO)r N(2500)s D(2500). IBNGL(200)r IBIJUR(200)t 	 1PRTOU80'
OOUO09	 02U	 1NUM(I00)rIREP(200) 	 1PRT0090
UOU010	 020	 CUmMON /C/ NCPR. NCr IROWr ISBP INPr IPr IPRNT(6)v IFRM(10). 	 1PRTOI0O
00UU11	 020	 IIFLD(4)r II4DENT(100) 	 IPRT0110-
000U1L	 020	 PASS = 1	 1PRT0120
00UU13	 020	 GO TO 5	 1PRT0130
UDUO14	 020	 ENTRY PRINT2(1XY.STOREI.STORE2#X) 	 1PRT0140
OD0015'
	
020	 IPASS = 2	 1PRT0150
0OU010	 020	 5	 WRITE(IP.10) X _	 1PRT0160
U00017	 02U	 10'	 FURMAT(f1trT2r11A6)	 1PRT0170
UOU018
	
02U	 IFRm 3) = IPRNT(5)	 IPRT0180
000019
	
02U	 IFRM(B)	 IFLD(IXY)	 1PRT0190	 ".
000020
	
020	 JK = I58
	
1PRT0200
U00021	 : 02U	 M = U	 1PRT0210
U01.1022
	
02U	 DO 70 K = 11IROW 	 IPRT0220
UODU23	 020	 M t IROW	 K + 1	 IPRT0230




U2U	 JL = JK	 1PRT0250
UUUO26	 020 51	 JL,= JL-1	 1PRT0260
GOUO27-	 <U20_	 IF (JL-.EO.0) GO TO 52	 IPRT0270
OOUO28	 02U	 IF ((IBtIDL(JL)/NCPR+1).EO.M) GO TO 51 	 1PRT0280
000029
	
02U	 52	 JF = JL'	 1PRT0290
000030	 02U b4	 JL = JL + 1	 1PRT0300
000031	 _U20	 NM = NUM(JL)	 1PRT0310
000032
	
020	 IFK(•1(4) = IIJDEIvT(NM)	 IPRT0320
ODUU33	 02U	 IR = IREP(JL)	 iPRT0330
000034
	
020	 IFRII(6) - INDENT(IR)	
IPRT0350
1
UOUO3S	 020	 ISTRT = IBIIDL(JL)
ODUG3o
	
02U	 IOUIT = IDNDR(JL)
000037	 02U	 IF (IPASS.EQ.3) GO TO 55 	 IPRT0370
UOUO38
	
020	 WRITE(IP•IFRM) 14#(STORE1(1)FI=ISTRT#IOUIT) 	 IPRT0380
UOUO39'	 020	 IF (JL.EO .l) G0 TO 58	 1PRT0390
000040	 020	 IF (JL.EO.JK) GO TO 58	 1PR10400
000041
	
020	 GJ TO 56'	 1PRT0410-
000U42
	
020	 b5	 wRITE(IP.IFRM) M.(STORE2(I),I=ISTRT'.IQUIT) 	 1PRT0420`
000043	 -02U	 IF (JL.EO.1) G0 TO 70-	 IPRT0430
OODU44	 02U	 IF (JL;.E0.JK) GO TO 59	 IPRTO440
000045	 020	 56	 IFRM(2)'= IPRPIT(4) :	 1PRT0450
000U4b	 020	 GU TO 54	 IPRT0460
OODU47
	
02U	 58	 IF (IPASS.EO.1) GO TO 60	 1PRT0470
OODU48	 utu	 IFRM(2) = IPRNT(1)	 IPRT0480
000049
	
020	 WASS	 3	 IPRT0490	 t
	
- 000050	 020	 JL = JF	 IPRT05001pRT05)0
ouUOS1	 020	 GO TO 54 
000052	 02U	 59	 WASS = 2	 1PRT0520
UUUU53	 02U	 60	 JK	 JF	 IPRT0530
000054
	
020	 IFRM(2)	 IPRNT(I)	 1PRT0540


















w^.^_T .L ^Arr.sUFjz ,
tLIUT7 r(L ► U7U	 Ul/29-17:46:02 -(52r)
` OoUuul U52 C 2RPT0010
r
I
_000002 052 C ♦ 	 - 2RPT0020
0ODUO3 052 C VERS1014 1.28.76 2RPT0030
{ 0OU0U44 052 C + 2RPTUO40v
ODUU05 052 C 2RPT0050
OODUUu 046 SUBROUTINE REPRTI(IP,I1JPrILP,LUSCH,InSCH,IR,RBrIJAN1,IT,ITCr 2RPTUO60
6 I UODUO7 04o lIJC,DELTrDELS,TrT1MrVOL,NCrITAPE2,ITAPE3r$r$r$) 2RPT0070
UUUU06 046 DIMENSION VOL(20)r	 RB(20)r	 RF(20) 2RPT0080
ODUO09 048 CUI0014 /A/	 7(2500),	 H(2500)r	 D(2500)r
	
IBNDL(200)r	 Ib(4DR(200), 2RPT0090
u0uolu 046 1NUM(100)e	 IREP(200) 2RPTU100 r'^
' 000011 046 COMMON /t)/ VMA(;{2500) r 	 RETA(2500) r AH1(2500) r	 AH2(2500), 2RPT0110
Jl	 OOOU12 046 1SUl,tX(250U)r	 SUI .IY(2500)r	 SUTAXIM 2$UO)r	 SUMYIvT(2500)rU(2500), 2RPT0120
E4'	 UOu013 046 2V(25A0),UP(2500)rVP(2500) 2RPT0130
. UOU014 04b IF	 (ILP-'T.3)	 GO TO 90 2RPT0140
UUUU15 048 IF	 (Ip6	 ri.t0.'U)	 60 TO	 30 2RPT0150
000010 048 DU 10 I _ 1,LDSCH 2RPT0160
UUU017 048 10 kRITE(IPr2u)	 It	 VOL(I) 2RPT0170
U00018 048 20 FORMAT(T2,,VOLUME FLOW RATE AT LOCATION (+.12, 1 )	 = 1 rF15.2, 2RPTOIBO
UUOO19 048 12X,vCU.FT./SECT) 2RPT0190
000020 043 30 CUJ4T1^JUE 2RPT0200
000021 049 IJAa.t = IJAtA + 1 2RPT0210
ODUU22- U48 IF	 (IT.EO,.ITC)	 GO TO 35 2RPT0220
000U23 048 RETURN20 2RPT0230
000024 04h 35 CONTINUE 2RPTO240
-000025 04d 00 40 I = 1rIR 2RPT0250
000U26 046 RF = R3(1)*DELS 2RPT0260
000027 046 WRITE(IPt36) 2RPT0270
000026 046 30 FO((MAT(T	 t o/) 2RPT0280
UOUO294! 048 40 WklrE(IPr50)	 Ir	 Rl`tI) 2RPT0290i
ODUO33 046 50 FORMAT(T2t!RIVER - T rI2r2X, T FLOW RATE = , ,FIO.2r2Xr ZRPT0300
0OUO31 046 1TCU.FT./SECT) PRPT0310
Y
.,
C	 OOuU32 046 ITC = ITC + INC 2RPT0320
UUUU33 U46 CALL PRINTl(3(H1 2RPT033o
0OUO34 G40 IIHEIGHT FROM REFERENCE PLA NE TO SURFACE r)2RPT0340
OOUO35 046 C1ILL PRINTI(21U, 2RPT0350
00003u 046 lTVELOCITIES IN X DIRECTION 1)2RPT0360
000037 048 CALL PIZ INT1(2rV, 2RPT037o
OOUO33 046 1TVELOCITIi=5	 IN Y DIRECTION 0)2RPT0380
000039 '046 C,+L.L	 PRINT2(2,4't•IAGrBETA, ZRPT0390
OODU4U U46 2'MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION) OF VELOCITIES 1)2RPT0400 Ir.	
ODU041 048 CALL PRINT2(4rAHlrAll2r 2RPT0410
D00042- ` 046 19CONVECTIVE, ACCELERATION 1)2RPT0420
'	 ODU043 04b 90 CONTI14UE 2RPT0430
000344 040 ° ENFRY REPlIT2( IPrIt4PrILP +LOSCHrIDSCHr IR r RRrIJAMr 2RPT0440
UOU045 046 1ILr1TC,INC,DELT,DELSeTrTIMeVOL,14C.ITAPE2,ITAPE3,$,4r$) 2RPT0450
00004.5 046 DO 95	 I	 =	 1,NC`- 2RPT0460
000047 048 y:, P(1)	 = ZM	 + 1"r(I) 2RPT0470 j
O0uU4tl 048 IF	 (ILP.LT .3)	 RETURN21 2RPT0480
' UODU49 046 IF	 (T.LT.T1M)	 RE TUR1422 2RPTQ490
0UU0Su 046 DJ	 100	 I`=	 IrNC % ZRPT0500
0Ou0bl 048 SU,IXNT('I)	 = SUr:XNT(1)*BELT/TIM 2RPT0510'
000052 048 100 SUMYNT(I)	 = SUI`(Y14T(I)*OELT/TIM 2RPT0520
000053 04i, CALL PRINT2(1`,S(JMX,SU(AYr 2RPT0560
000054 04U 19UISPERSION COEFFICIENTS T)2RPTO540
000055 048 RchIND ITAPE2` 2RPT0550>-
0OU056 046 RE;vSNO ITAPE3 2RPTOb60
UOU057' 046 WRITE(ITAPE2,110)	 (SUMX(I),I=lfHC) 2RPT0570
OUJ056 046 WRITE(ITAPE2010)	 (SUMY(I)r	 -1rNC) 2RPTi15$0
0OUG59 048 v,KITE(ITAP^.2r110)	 (SUMXNT(I),I=I, NC) 2RPTp590
Ouuuno 046 WKITE(ITAPE2tllO)	 (SUMYIJT(I,)'rI=1,NC) 2RPT0600
000061 046 110 FUrti•IAT((IPt7F8,0r/)) 2RPTU610'
000062 048 WHITE(ITAPE3,115)	 (H(I),I=1,NC) 2RPT0620'r>
OOuUu3 046 41R.ITE(ITAPE3r115) 	 (U(I),I=1.NC) 2RPT063o
UDU064 046 ViRITE(ITAPE3,115)	 (V(I),I=IINC) 2RPT0640
ODUUub U4N 115 FORT?AT(T2.lOF7.3/T2r11F7,3) 2RPT0650
-'UOU066 046 Do 117 Wr= 1rNC 2RPT0660
000067 046 SUMMT(I)	 = SU:-XI4T(I)#1000 2RPT0670
CUU068 040 117 SUi•(YNT (I-)	 =	 SUt- YIJT (I) *1000 2RPT0680
OUu069 048 CALL PRINT2(1,SUMXl,T,SUMY(vT, 2RPT069O
a90070 048 29NET VELOCITIES IN X-Y DIRECTION * 1000 T)2RPT07
Ct , U(M : 048 DU	 120	 I - IrN'C 2RPT07
1
0
-GuU072 04d SUMMIT(I)	 = SUN,XNT(I)/1000. 2RPTU72o
000073 ` 048 120 SUC.YrJT (i)	 =	 SUn 1 iIT ( I) /1000. 2RPT0730
000074 046 RETURI421` 2RPTp740
OODU75' 046 END 2RPTU750
r






x UODU01 006 C 3VELG01'0
UU0002 UUb C 3VELOO20
r` UUuOU3 Uqo C VLRSION 1.28.76 3VELUO30
r OODU04 UUb C + 3VEL0040
ODUUOb UOu C 3VELOO50
UUU006 005 SUHROUTINE VEL1(INPrIPrIkbi!i.ticrp..r tic, UELT.UELS,IORIG.ICONVrAMNYr 3VELOO60
0000U7 Uob 1CORrIUrIVrI11D,1HCr1SB,FXPFY,FAA,FA(i,FAC.Xry) 3VELUU70
Y ODUUU6 UUb WMENSION AMNY(250U), 	 IR!^Ub(2),	 IRW!-T(2)r	 FA(2500) t 3VEL0080
DODU09 005 1F`Y(25UO)r	 IUC'(250)r`IbU(PbU) 3VEL0090
OODU10 005 COMMON /A/ Z(2500), M((	 500),	 D(2500),	 I!j100200)r	 IBNGR(200), 3VELUlUO
OuU011 uUb INUt4(100)r	 IPEP(200) 3VEL0110
UOU012 005 CUi4'401Y /B/	 VMAG(2500).	 BETA(2500)r	 AH1(2500) r 	 Al12(250()) # 3VELU120
UUUULJ 005 1SUt4X(2500) r 	SUMY(25(10),	 SU' •'•XNT(2500). SUAYIJT(2500),	 U(2500)r 3VEL0130
-•.+ 000014 005 2Vt2500)r	 UP(2500)r	 VP(250U) 3VEL0140
UUU01b 005 C 3VELD150
ODUO16 005 C 3VEL0160
000017 005 C 'CALCULATE VELOCITIES IN X-Y DIPECTIONS 3VEL0170
OODUIH 005 C THIS SECTION IS DESIGN(;D FOR THE RIVER ) H ARSH BOU N DARY IN MOBIL 3VEL0180
U0UU19 U05 C bAY SYSTEM OR SI141LAR SYS1Ef•1 3VEL0190
000020 005 1FROW = 99999 3VELD200i 00uu21 005 IF	 (IHVB.F-Q.0)	 GO TO 100 3VELU210
000022 005 READ(IP1Pr50)	 (IRb1BL3(I),I=1,2) 3VEL0220
OOU0,^3 005 50 FORMAT(215) 3VEL0.230
000024 005 Yr(ITEfIP.51)	 (IRM8d(I)rI=1r2) 3VEL0240
000025 005- 51 FORMAT('	 rr215) 3VEL0250
( ODUU26 005 RtAU(1NPrbU)	 (IR14BT(I)rI=1,2) 3VEL0260
w OODU27 005 REAU(INPr60)	 ZRf3 3VEL0270
UUUO28 oub 60 FORMAT(FIO.5) 3VEL0280F
OUOu29 005 WRIT'E(1P151)	 (1RMBT( I),I=1r2 & 3VEL0290 1
OOUO30 UOb WrtITE(IP.61)	 ZRB 3VEL033VEL031 00O0uO31 out) 61 FURMA((r	 *#F10.5)
00003[ Dub 80 DU 90 I = 1rNC 3VEL032o3VEL0330
Y
000U3S 005 9U U(I)	 = H(I)	 + Z(I)
3VELU340
' UOUO34 00b IFROW = IRvBB(1)/NCPR + 1
GODU35 005 EIJTriY VEL2(INPrIPFIRMBrNCPR,NC,r)ELTrDELS.IORIGr1CONVIA(dtJY,COR,IU, 3VEL0350
000U36 :.'O	 t IIV.IBDiI(1C,ISBrFX,FYrFAArFAPBrFAC,XrY) 3VELG3f^0
ODUO37 UOS- 100 DU 310 J = 1rISCi 3VEL0370
ODUO38 005 IF	 (It31vDL (J).GE.(NC-NCPR))	 GO TO 350 3VELU380
UOUO39 005 ISTRT = IBNDL(J) 3VELU390
1 000040 U05 IOUIT =	 1814DR(J) 3VEL0400
ODU041 OU5 UCONVA = 0.0 3VEL0410
000042 UOS VCONVA = 0.0 3VEL0420
UUUU43 U0b DO 310 1 = ISTRT,IQUIT 3VEL0430
UODU44 005 i0 = I + NCPR 3VELU440
UUU045 O0b S1	 =	 V(I)	 +	 V(I+1)	 + V(IH)	 + V(IH+1) 3VEL0450
000Jdo 0 o S2	 =	 U(I)	 +	 U(1+1)	 +	 U(IH)	 +	 U(I11+1) 3VEL0460
00uU 0+7 005 IF	 ((IOUIT-ISTRT).E0,0)	 S2 = 0, 3VELU470
UOUt)48 DGb : CCC 3VEL0480
000049 005, C 3VEL0490
000050 005 C 3VELOSOO
ODUO51 UUb IF	 (ICOtJV.E0.0)	 GO	 TO	 150- 3VEL0510
000052 Oo5- IF	 ((ISTRT/NCPR).LT.1)	 r0 TO 150 3VEL0520
ODUU56 OUb -IF W.GE.1F(100 G0 TO .00` 3VEL0530
000054 005 FACC	 _ DELT/(DLLS+(Z(I)+Z(I+1))) 3VEL0540 =.
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UUU056 OUS__ XCK a U(I+1) 3VEL0560
UOU057 UU5 YCd	 _	 V(I(() 3VEL0570
ULUOSB ` OOb Ir	 (XCK.LT.0.0)	 GO TO 110 3VEL0580
UUUU59 out) ULO,"IVA=	 -f4.tl)(I+l)t(U(I+1)-U(I))+U(I+llt(V111J1+V( IH+1)-V (I) 3VEL0590
rr ODUUUU LOb i-V(I+1))+S1*(U(I+1)-U(I-IJCP(i+1))/2.)*FACC 3VEL06003VEL0610	 3fl UUuUOl 00b GU TO 115
)UODU6? 005 110 UCUIJVA	 = -(4.tU(I+1)*(U(It2)-U(1+1))+U(I+1)t(V( Ili) +V(IH+i)-V(1). 3VEL0620
'bt 0OU0t3. 005 1-V(1+1))+Sl*(U(IH+.1)-U(1+1))/2.)*FACC 3VEL06.30
' UUUub4 005 115 CONTINUE_ 3VEL0640
UUUU65 005 IF	 (YCK.LT.O.0)	 GO TO 120 3VEL0650
UUUU00 UOS V^UJJVq	 c	 -(a.*V_(IH)*(V(I!I)-V(I))+V(IH)t(U(I+1)+U(Ili+l)- 3VEL0660
i ODUU07 00S ' IU(L)-U(IH))+S2*(V(LH,)-V(Ili-1))/2.1*FACD 3VEL0670
UOUOitb 005 GO TO 125 3VEL0680
000069 U0b 120 VCU;JVA	 = -(4.*V(IH)*(V(IH+t)CPR)-V(I(i))+V(IH)*(U(IH+1)+ 3VEL0690
-" 00007U 00:) lU(I+1)-U(I)-U( Ili) )+S2*(V(IH+1)-V(Ifi))/2.)*FACD 3VEL0700
3i 000071 LOS 125 CONTINUE
3VEL0710
3VEL0720Ouuu ,72 00D IF	 ((IOUIT-ISTRT).E0.0)	 UCONVA = 0.
a UUUU73 U05 AM (I)	 ` UCONV1 3VELG730
000074 UOD 02(1) = VCONVA 3VEL0750'
k+ UUOU75 U05 150 CONTINUE
UOU076 OUb IF	 (IORIG.E0.0)	 GO TO 200 3VEL073VEL07700UOU077 OUb F	 _ AdhY(I)/(D(I)**0.3333)
000076 U05 G1	 c	 1.+F*DELT*((10.* U( I+1)*U(I+l)+S1*S1) ** 0.5)/((D(I)+D(1+1))+*2)3VEL0780
00uU79 UU5 Al	 = U(1+1)+FAC*(D(I)+D(I+1))*(H(I)-H(1+1))+X*DELT+FAA*S1*COR 3VEL0790,
:i	 ! 0000mu 005 1+UCONVA 3VELU80D
OOuU81 005 G2	 =	 1.+FtDELT*((16.tV(Il!)*V(IH)+S2#S2)*t0.5)/f(D(I)+D(IH))**2) 3VEL0810
UUU08Z OU5 A2 = V( D O+FAC*(D(I)+D(LFU)*(11(I)-H(IH))+Y*DELT-FAA*52*COi+VCOIJVA 3VEL0820
DUuUH3 UOD U)'(I+1)	 Al/(G1*FX(I+1)) 3VEL0830
UOuC64 U05 VF'(I)i)	 =	 A2 /(G2*FY(IH)) 3VEL0840
ODU0c13 005 GU TO 300 LVELU850
•	 :, U0U08b U05 200 CONTINUE 3VEL0$60
qr UUU088 UOS UP(I+1):Y(IU(I+1)+FAA*S1tCOR+FAC*(D(I)+0(1+1))*(H(I) 3VEL0880
' UUU089 00S 1-ti(I +1))+X*DELT-F*DELT*U(1+1)*ABS(U(1+1))/((SD(I) 3VEL0890
000090 005 2+b(I+1))/2.)**2.3333) 3VEL0900
U(JDU91 UUb Willi)	 = V(IH)+FAA*S2*COR+FAC*(D(I)+D(IH))*(H(l)-H(IH)) 3V`tL0910 Y!OODU92 0ob 1+Y*DELT-F*DFLT+V( Ili)*Af35(V(I)i))/(((D(I)+D(IH))/2.)**2.3333) 3VEL0920
U(JDU93 U05 300 CU14TIIJOE 3VEL0930
UUU09 ,+ UU7 IF ((ICUIT-ISTIM .NE.0)	 GO TO 310 3VEL0940
UOU095 UOb UP(70UIT)	 = 0. 3VEL095C	
r
UUU090 UUb 305 LJP(IOUIT+1)	 =	 C. 3VEL0960	 a
ODU097 Club .310 CUNTINUE 3VEL09703VELD980
_000098 005 CC ;,VEL0990DUUU99 UU5 350 LL = J
'
UOulOu- 005 355 ISTRT =	 If)IJPL(LL) 3VEL)000`3VEL1OlOUUU101 00t) IUUIT	 =	 1111'4CR(L_L) 3VEL1020ODUIO2 U05 DU 380°1 = ISTRTrIOUIT 3VEL1030ODUIU3 UU5 IF	 ((1STkT-10U1T).E0.0)	 GO TO 360
OOULUV- UOb F	 _	 A;•1l1Y(I)/(D(I)**0.3333) 3VEL1040
DOUlUb UUb 51 = V(I)	 +	 V(I+1) 3VEL1050
UUU10t,' 005 G1,= 1.+F*DELT*((16.*U(I+1)*U(1+1)+SI*S1)**0.5)/ 3VEL1060
000107 U05 1((fJ(I)+Dii+11:)•x?) 3VEL1070-
O(JUIOU 005 Ai	 = U(I+1)+FAC*(D(I)+D(I+1))t(H(I)-H(1+1)-)+X*DELT 3VEL108D
ODU109 00b 141-AA*51*COit 3VE11090
OU-0110 (Job Ul'(I+1)	 = A1/G1 3VEL11003VEL1110UUU111 0Ob GU TO 380 3VEL1120
`I





	 = 0. 3VEL1130
U0u114 00b 680 C0I11I^w 3VEL1140
UUU-116 UUb LL = LL+1 3VEL11.50
UOuiib 007 IF	 (LL.LL'.ISB)	 GO TO355 3VEL1160
000117 UU5 C R'VER')!Ai+SH B- 3VEL1170
UOulld 007 C 3VEL1180
OOJ119 00b C 3VEL1 90
f UUU12U UUb IF (IFPOr:.tG.99999) G0 TO 490 3VEL1200
i.	 f U0U121 00D D4 45U K = 1r2 3VEL1210
UOU1e2 UUE, IST;U =	 IRM!sMr,) 3VEL1220
UUU123 005 IuUIT _	 IR14FT(A) 3VEL1230
I ODU124 UUb DO 4bU I	 =	 ISlkTrI+UITr11CPR 3VEL1240
UOU125 OU5 it	 J(14NCPR).GT.(lC)-GO TO 390 3VEL1250
UOU12u U05 51 = v(I)	 + V(1+1) _t V(I+NCPR)	 + V(I+NCPR+I) 3VEL1260
000127 U05 GO TO 395 3VEL1270
OOul?J 009 390 Sl	 =	 V(I)	 tv(1+1) 3VEL12BO
I UOU129 005 .595 HCK1	 5 k((1)	 -	 (((T+1) 3VEL1290000130 005 HLK2 = 1r(1 - H(I+1) 3VEL1300
UOul.51 U0= HCK3 = H(I) 	 --LR(i 3VEL1310
UOU132 UUb IF-(HCKI) 401.403,402 3VEL1320
0OU133 005 402 lc`	 WCK3)	 4COi 4 DDr410 3VEL1330
. UUU134 005 401 1F	 (HCK2)	 410r +>00r400 3VF L1340
OUu135 UU5 410 OB	 =	 u.bt(f1(I+1)+H(I))-ZR6" 3VLI-1350
i UOU13o UU6 Ai	 = tJ(I+1)4FACf(0(1)+D(1+1))*(H(I)-H(1+1))+X*DELTtFAA*SIOCOR 3VEL1360
' 000137 007 G1	 = 1.+t;ELT»(L(1+1)+D(1))+AUS(U(I+1))/(0.16*D6#DB*DELS) 3VEL1370
OU0138 005 UP(1+1)	 =	 Al/61 3VEL1380
QW0139 005 00 TO 450 3VEL1390
0YQI4 1J 005 400 UP(1*1)	 =	 0.0 3VEL1400
( 000141t OOb 450 COI+TI^fUE 3VCLI410
1 000142 005 '490 (U 5U0	 I	 _	 IrIV 3VEL1420
0011 143 005 J	 _	 IE)C (I) 3VEL1430 )
U00144 OUb :	 SUO VP(J+NCPft)	 = 0.0 ZVEL1440 y
0OU145 Got) CC NO HEt(a TO ZERO) THE VELOCITIES OF THE RIGHT MOST CELL 6VEL1450
000141 005 CC ON EACH SEWO ENT 3VEL1460 =	 '
000147 005' DO 51J 1 = 1rIli 3VEL1470
UUU149 005 J	 =	 IiiC, (1) 3VEL14$0
JU0149 005 510 Ufl(J+1) = 0.0 3VEL1490 4;
UUU150 UOb RETURN 3VEL1500
000151 OUb ' E(+G- 3VEL1510
L14D ELT.
i
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l WLL'T r L SA,4.SUO%
K LLIUT7 RLIU70 u1/'9- 17:46:15-(28r) 4SBK0010
uODU01 026 C u5pKO020
uuuUUL Uo C + 45pKUO30 +







x UUUJU7 U24 G&MENSION	 1tISGC(IOD)r	 ZCH(100)r	 IAX1S(IOD) 4SBKO07045(SKOD80 3






CJNiHO'J	 /ti/	 VMPC6(2500)r	 BETA(2500)I	 AH1(2500)r	 AH2(2500)0 4SHKOLOO
{
UUu011 024 1SJMK(250U)r SUNY(2500)r	 SUMXNT(2500)^	 SUMYNTt2500)-r
4SBK01I0
45 yKU120
000012 02+ 2U(L500)r	 V(25UU)r	 UP(2500)r	 UP125U0) 4SDK0130
ODU016 024 -INTEGER TEST(2)	 /rX+r`rYr/ 4SB90140
UUOU14 024 REAM I(lPrIO)	 NSDC 4SBKO150
ODUU15 024 10 FORMAT(15) 4SUKU160











0OU019 024 20 F,)W-lAT(8(IbrA1rF4.1)) 45F3KU1904$nKG200 a
UllUU2O 024 ;%UTE(IPr21)	 (I17SpC(I),IAXIS(I)-ZCH(1)tI=I,NSBC) ^317
UUUU21 024 21 FOkAAT(I	 rr8(I5rAItF4.1)) 4513KO2245pK	 2
20
0
UOUO2L 024 ENTRY SBANK2(IIdPrIPrNCPRPDELTrUELS,FAArFACrCOR.XrY)






000024 024 1 = INSBC(J)
OUJO26 024 IF	 (IAYIS.EO.TES T (1))	 GO TO 50
4SOK025O
45pK02b0
00002o 024 IF	 (IAXIS.EO,TEST(2))	 GO TO 30
000027 024 CCC 4SBK02dO
0ODU2b 'U24 CC 458KU240
000029 024 C CALL ERROR(	 )' 45OK0300
ODUO30 024 3U Ud =	 0.5*O4(I)+H(Itl))-ZCH(I) 4SBKO310






G1 =	 1,+UELT(Uil+1T+D(I))*ABS(U(I+1})/40.1d*D(l*Dd*GELS) 458K0330000033









E	 f UOUO35 024 I+A*DELT+FAA+S1*COR







UU	 =	 O,5*(Ii(I)+l((I+IICPR))-ZCH(I) 45BK0380







IF	 (DO-,LT.U.0)	 GO TO 80
G2 =	 1.+DEBT*( U( I+i4CPR)+DtI))*ABS(V(1+14CPR))j 458K0410
( ODUU42 024 1(U.18*UB*OB+DELS)










OOU04b 024 VP(I+UCPR)	 = AC/G2
,i 0OU04u 024 GO TO 100 4SBKO470
?{ OOuO47 1124 70 UP(I+1)	 =L 0.0
t^
OOU04d 024 Gu TO 100
0.0 458KUd140BODU049 DZ4 80 VP(I+iJCPR)	 = 4Si+ 000Ub0 024 100 COrdTIIJUE 4SB
K0500





















LLIUT7 1iLLU?U	 ii/29- 17:46:19-(24r) 5(4G^0010
ODUUUl 024 C 5MG00020
ODUUUk (124 C ♦ 5MGUUO30
' OouUOJ U24 C V05101: 1..28.76 bMGD0040 






SU(iF(OJTI,IE MAGUIR(IS[3riJCT'RrNCrANRADrPI) 5h1GDU06UM5 G00070 I















cut-IAON /Q/ VMAG(2SUO) r 	BETA(2500),	 AH1(2500)r	 AH2(2500) r
5MGDO110
5MGDU120
UU012 020 ISJt,.A(2500)r	 SUh'Y(25(10)r-SU MXNT (2500) r 	SUMYNT(2b00)r 5MGDU130





	 15U	 K	 =	 1r.IS6
jr
	




Molt 020 1:iTRT	 =	 I[)IvDL(K)
StdGQO160
5MGQUi70
ODUU17 u2U IuUIT = 1131+(w) 5MGUU180
UOU016 020 Du Jou'I = ISTF.TrIUUIT 5f'•G00190
O00u1H 020 IF	 ((IOUIT-ISTRT),ED.O1	 GO TO 30 SMGQ0200
UUUO2U UtU Gv TO 40 5M
!! UOUO21 020 30 VV c V(I)
SNOD02
U220 r'.
UUUJL'L U2u UJ c 0. 5MGDOZ30
OOuU23 020 GO TO 50 5t•IGCO240
0OUO24 U2u 4G UU =	 (U(I)+U(I+1))/2. 5MGCO250
' OOuU25 02,0 VJ	 =	 (V(1)+V(I+I4C?R))/2, 5MG	 0





` ODUO27 020 0U IF (VV)	 8009000












i OUu0s1000032 020 Vr-;AG (11	 =	 ((UU•UU+VV*VV)**0.5)/D(I) 5MG003205MGD0330
;r 0UUO33 02U GU TO 100 514GD0340
UOUO34 020 CC CHECK ABOVE 51,1GDO350
ODU-035 O20 85 IF(VV)3ur100r87 SMGQ0360
IJODU30 02U 00 (IOTA(1 J	 _ 270. 5MGD0370
000037 020 VHAC, (I) 	 = AGS(V'V)/D(I) 5MGQ0380 
! UJUU3d 02U GO TO 100
OOuO39 020 87 [3ETA(1)	 = 90.
5MG00400
5(dGQ0400








UDUU43> 02O VrtAG(I)	 =	 ((UU*UIII•VV*VV)t40.5)/D(I) 	
-
5MG00440
0O0044 020 1UO -	 Cunl`I^WE 5MGUU450 
OUuU4S O2J lbo CvUTIoUE
UUO04 q U20 lu0 f(ETURI# bMG004705[dGQ04.70






( WEvTrL SAi+1. SUtlb
ELTOTI RLl670 U1/29-17:4(,:24-(59.)
{'	 d UUU001 Oby C 6DSCOOIO j
UOuUO2 Uby C + 6DSC0020
NODUUO3 Ub9 C VERSION 1.28.76 0SCO030
_UUU004 U5.3 c + 6DSCO040
UUu0J5 Ub9 C 6DS00050
r
{^ ouuuoi U5b SU6110JIIIIE DISCHI(11;P.IPsDELS.[?ELTr VOL, DISR, Sri IS1(P,SOISM4,LU SCH) 6DS000bU
E0OJUJ7 05b 01i4LNS1011 UISR(2U)rSDISRP(20)rSnISiRtI(20)rV0L(20),IJC0SCIi(201r bDS00070
4' UOU008 Ob5 11CUSCH(20.510r	 IAXIS(201. 6DS00080
'• UUUUU9 055 CJ;4=401I	 /A/	 Z(2JOO)r	 11(250U).	 D(2500 )r 	 IDNDL-(200)r	 1 (3NDR(2U0). 60500090
UUuulu U55 I1.U-i(l0q)oIRE:P(200) 6DSCU100
Mull Obb CUMAO'J IBI VMA6(25GG) v 	 BETA(2500),	 AH1f2500)r	 AH2(2500)r 6DSCO110
UUUJ12 Ob5 lSU;hX(2;>OG) r 	SU1•IY(23UO)/	 SUMMIT(2500)r	 Sum y i"T(2b0O)r 60SCO120 f
ODUU13 U5b 2U(2500)r	 V(2500),	 UP(2500)r	 VP(2500) 6DSCO130
j UUJO14 055 INTCGLR	 ITEST(2)	 /rX.,.Y-r/	 - 6DSCO140.
UOUG15 055 kEAD(ILiPr1U)	 LUSCH 60SCO150
UUUulo 055 10 FJiiI:AT(I`)) 605CO160
OODU17 055 WRITE(IP.11)	 LOSCii bDSCO170
0Uu010 OS5 11 FORMAT('
	 t.15) 6DSCU18UODU19 U55 -00 lb I =	 1rLDSCH
6DSC090t JUu02U U55 UISR(I)
	 =	 0.0 000t)b00 0021 VuL(I)	 =	 0.0 6DSCO20
Ouuu2G 055 SJISRP(I)	 =	 0.0 6DSCO220
OOuU23 055 15 SUISRI(I) = 0.0 6DSCO230
^1
i U06024 055 HCAU(111P.20)	 II.CDSCH(K)o	 IAXIS(K),	 K=IrLDSCK) 60SCO240
UODU2b 055 20 Furt;•iAT(lb(I4,A1)) 6DSCO250
!
0 Ul12 Obb P1RiTE(1P.?l)	 II+CDSCH(Y.),; IAXIS(K),	 K=lrLDSCH) 6DSCO260
OODU27 055 21 FJRMAT(r	 t.16(I4.A1)) 6DSCb270
ODUU28 055 UU:2G J = 1,LDSCH 6DSCO290
OOUO29 055 JJ = NCDSCH(J) 6DSCO290
OODU30 05b Rt:AD(I(!Pr25)(ICDSCN(KrJ)rK=1rJJ) 6DSCO300
000031 055 A5 Fuk^W (16I5) 6DSCO310
0ouou 055 26 WRITE (IP,2o)(ICDSCH(K.J),K=l,JJ) 60SCO320
00uUb3 05b 2b F0kMATlr	 •, 161b1 6DSCO330
UUUO34 U55 EIJTRY UISCli2(II!PrIPrDELSrUELT.VOL,DISR,SDIS1tP,SDISRNrLOSCH) 60SCO340
t
j 000035 05'.1 DO IOU I = 1rLUSCH 6DSCO350
k UUw036 05b TvTALV = 0. 6DSCO360
OOUO37 Ubb TOTALU = 0. 6DSCU370
000036 05b NK = 'JCOSCr((i) 60SCO380
JUUU39 055 Ir	 llitYl5(i).EG.ITEST(1T)	 GO TO 30 6DSCO390
000040 0 11; 6 IF	 (IA%IS(I).EG ITEST(2)) 	 GO TO 40 60SCO400
000041 u5S C Ci.LL ERROR( 	 ) 6DSCO410
D00042 055 30 DO bO J = 1.NK 6DSCO420
UUU043 055 Kr,	 _'ICDSCH(J,I) 6DSC0430
OODU44: OS5 TOTALU = U(KK) + TOTALU + UP Mt 6DSC0440
i 000U4a 055 50 C014TINl1E 60SCO450
ODU040 05U DiStt(I)	 = DISR(I)	 + TOTALU/2.
60SC"60OODU47 055 Gu TO 100
OUuu 1t8 05b 40 DO oO J = 1rNK 6DSC0480
ODUU49 055 KK =	 ICDSC)i(JrI) 6DSC0490
uouubO_ Ube TOTALV = V(KK) + TOTALV + VP(KK) 6DSCO500
UUUU51 U:.b o0 CUIJTINUE
ODUub1 Ubb D1SR(Ii	 =`UISR(I)	 + TOTALV/2.- 6DSCUb2O
U00053 U5b luo CvUTIwUE 605CO53o y
ODUU54 U5b HETUtII 6DSCO540#
000055 USS ENTRY DISCti3(I(4P.11 ) rDELSrDELTrVOL.oiSR+SDISRPr SUIS)tNrLDSCH) bDSCO5b0
OOuubu Ubb DO 15J I = I,LuSCH 60SCO5b0
UUUUb7 US:) VUL(I)	 = D15R(I)*UELS*0CLT/3600. 6D5C0870
UVJUSd Ub5 IK	 IVOL(1))	 110.111,112- 6DSCO580'






50ISRP(1)' = SUISRP(I)	 + VOL(I)43600.
6D5Cob00
6DSC0610
OUuU62 U5b 111 COW IN)E bUSCU620
UUU066 U55 Dlbil(1)	 _'U.0 60SCU630
JOUU,,4 055 ib0 CONTI'JUE 6DSC0640
OuuOot -	 o$b RETURN 6DSC0650
oouuto 05b END 60SCU660
ENu ELT.





EL(Ur7 ItLIU70 01/29-17:46:29—(46r) 78NDOOID
1 ouuUul 04t) C 70ND
UOU U4o C + 7U002	 ND00300
O0u0U3 U4u C VLRSION 1.26.76 7BND0040














OOUJ09 04G 114uC.(20)rhIATURE(20)tl2lijF(2U)r11JNC(20v50),ZU(20r50) 7BND0090















000013 04[ r	 t-	 1	








IIJTEGt_R	 TEST(8)	 /^SLIrrS(3r,rSRrr'STtrrRLr.+RBrrrRRrrrRTr/ 7L't10U150'
0OU010 042 C F3JUNDARY CELLS ARE THOSE CELLS NEST TO THE LEFT r RIGHTr
7BND0160








CCC READ III BOUNDARY CONUI7IONS
76ND0190
r
UUuU20 U42 CC INITIAL CALCULATIONS
76WD0200
7BND0210
t' UODU21 042 C RckU II1 STARTII+G TIME H p OF TIDE STATION WILL BE USED
4 UUJ022 042 NEAD(INP,loo)	 T1iILrITSIJ 7Br1D0220
t UUuG23 042 100 FUIVNiAT(Fb.2rt5)
76NO0240
73ND0240
000024 042 WKITElIP.101)	 IMILrITSN 7BtJDU250
















000030 042 120 FORMAT(5F1O.6) 76ND03007f31JD0310
00G031 042 WRITEl1Pr121)	 CA(1)rCB(I)rCC(I)tCD(I)rTD(I)
UUUO32 042 121 F0h'1Ar( r 	 ,5F10.6) 71310032078NDO330 J
UOJU33 04r TOM= TD(I) + 0.5*DELT/60. 7BIJDU340
r 000034




READ TOTAL d OF tOUNDARIES NOT INCLUDING RIVER MARSH BOUNDARIES 7BI400350042 76tJDU360
0OUO30 042 READ(ir.Prl6O)	 NTB 701,400370
000037 042 18o FORMATl151 7L'rJDO380
000038 042 wiiITE(IPr181)	 NTI3 7814G039000uu3 9 042 118 FOtt(9AT ( t	 I t I5) 713ND0400




DU 400 1 = l.N7D
REAG IN p OF CELLS IN THE BOIJNGARY. 	 ITS NAT I	 AND INF 7BfJD0420701JD0430
:Ily






} ODU04b- 042 301 FUr(nIAT( 1 	t-,A2tI3rF1U.3) 713ND0460 4
a 000047 ' 042 C EXPLAIN ABOVE 70ND0480




NK	 = rJf3C (I)
Ft A)(I;4Pr3U5)	 (Z1JBC(IrJ)tJ=1rNK) 7014DO500
J
000Ub1 042 305 FURMAT(1615) 731VDU5107BN05 0
tl









IF	 (INATURC(I).EG.TEST(1)).OR.(NATURE(I).EO`.TEST(2)))GO 70 307 7BN00540








,^	 '^Y^,'iMhi+ina^ ..a^aa r.F :d  ^	 s	 +aar	






	 U42	 3J7 1 RE;>O(l:+Pr3U g 1 (ZB(IrK)r K = 1rNK)	 7BI•ID0560
UUu057	 U42	 3U8	 FUK;4Af(16Fb.0) 	 713NDU570
AUu05t3
	
u42	 IoRITE(IP.3U9) (ZD(I.Y.) r K = 1rNK)	 7BNU0580
s	 ODUU59
	
U42	 3U9	 tr16F5.0)	 7BHD0590
UUJU&U	 U42	 310	 IF (rIATURE(I). LO. TEST (1)) GO TO 315 	 7BIJD0600
000u61	 04C	 GOTO 321	 7614DO610
'	 O0uuu2	 J42	 315	 DO 320 K	 I.NK	 78NU0620
ODUU63	 042	 Kr. = Ii:HC(I.K)	 7BND0630
ODUU64
	
042	 JJ = R1NF(l)	 7BND0640
Uuuuob
	 U42	 UV (KK)	 U(KK)+FAC*(D(KK)+HDB(JJ)+ZB(IrK))*(Hpi3(JJ)-H(KK)) 	 7BND0650'
j	 UUUUbu
	
042	 320	 CUIJTI,i(UE	 78NDO660





IF (NATUREII).M TEST(2)) 60 TO 325 	 713ND0680
`	 UUuuby	 04e-	 Gu TO 331	 7END0690
UODU70
	
U42	 325	 Uv 43U K	 1.NK	 7BtJDU700i7BN G710	 i;I	 UUUU7I
	
0 42	 KK _ 1r:HC(I.K)
000u72
	





VP(KK) = V(KK)+FAC*(D(KK)+HDO(JJ)+ZB(I.K))*(tIDB(JJ)-H(KK)) 	 7BIJOU730
0OU074
	
042	 GO TO 400	 7BtJD0740
UOU075'	 U4c	 331	 IF (NATME(I).EO.TEST(3)) GO TO 335 	 78NO0750
UODU76	 042	 Gu TO 341	 7BtJD0760
OODU77	 042	 C	 RICHT MOST I?OUNDARY	 7BI400770
00DU76	 U42	 335	 DO 34U K = 1.NK	 713ND0780
UUU079	 04z	 KK = IhIf;C(I.K)	 7t3ND079C
xs	 76t•ID0800+ q 	 000080	 U42	 JJ _ RINF(I1	 7BND0810
[?	 000081-	 U42	 340	 H(KK)OOU062
	





042	 341	 Ir:(NHTU+tE(I).EO.TEST(4)) GO TO 345
UUuU64	 U42	 GO TO 351	 76ND 840
OODU85	 042 C	 UP BOUNDARY	 7BND0850'
UUuu6t)
	
04l	 345	 U0 350 K = 1.NK	 7BND0860j	 0OU087	 042	 INK	 It:-3C(ltK)	 7f3P)00870
:000GBo
	
-U4c	 Jv_ i(1'/F.(j)	 7BND0880
UuuU69	 U'44 350 	 h(KK) = li[)D(JJ) 	 7BNO0890
(	 UOOO U	 04c	 GU TO 400	 7BI4D0900	 `?
DOU091	 042	 351	 11-' (J,ATUkE(I).L.O.TEST(5)) GO TO 355	 7Eitiu0910
'	 UOU09.4	 U42	 GO TO 361-	 78ND0920	 h,
i'	 000093
	
04L	 C	 kIVEK ENTRANCE FROM LEFT	 7BND0930
'	 (	 ODU094
	
u44	 oU5	 CJ 360 K = 1.NK	 76tdD0940
UUUUyb
	
042	 KK = ItJBC(I.K)	 7BND0950
UOU09b`
	
U42	 UP(KK) = R1NF(I)	 70tJD0960	 p
2 - 36U	 U(KK) = RII.F(I)	 7BNO0970UOuU97	 04	 )
OOuU y d	 U4t	 GU TO 400.	 7BNDO980
1	 76NU0990OODU99
	
042	 3bl	 IF >(NATURE(I).EG.TEST(6)) GO TO 3 5 
UO(JiUO	 U42	 GO TO 371	 7L1NDl000
ouuiui	 042	 3b5	 Gv'371 K = I..NK	 7BIJD1010
'	 000102'	 0.42	 KIN = II1C3C(irK) 7BND1020
f	 000lu3
	
04c	 W (KK) = RINF(I)	 7BhJD1030
UOU104	 U42	 370	 V(KK) = RINF(I)	 7BND1040	 y.
UUU105	 U 4	 GU TO40U	 7BND1050
0Ou10o	 042	 371	 IF(,NATURE M .EO.TEST(7)) GO TO 375	 7BNG1060
ODU107
	
042	 Gv TO 381	 7BND1070	 Y'
Ouuioa	 U42	 375	 UJ 380 K	 1,NK	 7I3ND1080
0OU309 ` 	042	 KIN 	 INIIC(I.K)	 713ND1090	 x
UUullu	 044	 Ru = -RINF(I)	 7BND1100
"	 UOuill	 U4t	 380	 M KK) = II(KK)+FAfi*(UP(KK)+VP(KK)-RLI- VP(KK +IJCP R )) +R +UELT 	7BNO1110
0001.12	 042	 GU TO 40U`	 713ND1120
tEpRoDUCIBILITY OF THE





' 04c 3t41 ,$000113 IF	 0jATl1kE(I).L• Q.TEST(8))	 GO TO .385 7BNO1130
f UUu114 042 C CALL EPROR(	 ) 7BNU1140` i
UUull-j 042 it;5 G0	 39%) K =	 lttJK 78NG1150
uuullo 042 KY.,_	 IlmC(IrK) 7BND1160
UUU117 U44 fcJ-	 :2I!;F(I) 7BND1170
I UOu113 U42 390 H(KK)	 H(KK)+FAB*(UP(KK)+VQ(KK)-UP(KK+1)-RU)+R*DELT 7BND1160
' E( Uuul19 042 4J0 CU•iTIJUE 70ND1190 )U0J12J - 042 kETl1R14 78tJD1200
! UUU121 042 'rHDB•FABrFACrDELTrDELS,NCNRrR)ENTRY +iOUIV,)2(IIdP.IPtTMILrITSNrTD 7BND1210 )






C0 550 1 _ 1rIT;N
TU(I)
	







550 HJc3(I)	 = CA(1)+CB(I)*COS(CC(I)*TD(I)+CD(L))





000127 042 NK = NBC (I) 7BND1270
-UUU12b U42 IF	 (NAT(JRE(I).EO.TL"ST(l))
	
G0 TO 615 7BIJD1289
# ODU12'.) U-42 GJ TO 621 7BND1290f UDU13U 042 b15 IF	 (tVK.GT.1)	 GO TO 618' 7BND1300-
• UUU131` 042 KK	 =	 It^3C(1.1)- 7BIZ1310
I 000132 042 JJ	 = RI:1F(I) 7HND1320
ii UOU133 042 Ut)(KK)	 = U(KK)	 + FAC*(D(KK)	 + HDP(JJ)	 + ZB(I t l))*(HD8(JJ)-H(KK)) 7BN013300Uu134 U42 GO TO 700 76NO1340 I
UOu13b' 042 b18 GO 620 K = 1PMK 70ND1350
00013u 042 KK = PMC (I r K) 761'101360 w:
000137 042 JJ = RINF(I) 7BND1370
UUU13o 042 G1	 1.+UELT*(D(KK)+ZB(IrK)+H[)R(JJ))*ABS(U(KK))/(18.*DELS ) 7BIlDI360
ODU139 042 Al	 U(KK)+FAC*(D(KK)+NOB(JJ)+ZB(IrK))*(HDB(JJ)-N(K K )) 7BNO1390
000140 042 020 UP(KK)
	 = Al/G1 7BMD1400r
{
ODU141 042 Gu TO 700 78ND1410
f ODU142' 042 621 IF	 (NATURE(I).EQ.TEST(2))	 GO TO 625 781,ID1420
3
UUU143 U42 GO TO 631 78NG1430









ODU147 U42 630 VP(KK)	 ='V(KK)+FAC*(D(KK)+HOB(JJ)+ZD(IrK))*(HDB(JJ)-H(KK)) 7BND1470
JOU146 042 GO TO 700. 78NO1480
' UUJ149 U42 bJl IF (NATURE(I).EO.TEST(3)) GO TO 635 7BND1490
OOUSO 042 GU TO 641 75ND1500
I 000151 042 C RIGHT (COST 78ND1510
OUu1S2 U4i: 035 DO 640 K = ItNK 70ND1520
Ii ODU1'^3 042 KN = INBC(I.K)+1 7BNO1530
UDu154 U42 KJ	 =	 1(v(3C(I,K) 76ND1540
f
000155 042 ;J = RIIJF(1) 76ND1550
00ul5u -	 042 H(KK)	 = HDO(JJ)' 78tJD1560
r UUU157 042 GT = 1.+DELT*(G(KJ)+Z(KK)+I4(KK))*ABS(U(KK))/(18.*DELS) 713NDIS70
°i 000154 U42 Al	 = U(KK)+FAC*(D(KJ)+Z(KK)+H(KK))*(H(KJ)-j{UB(JJ)) 701JD1580












OUu162 042 GO TO 651 76t•ID1620
ODU163 04c C' TUN MOST 78ND1630`
000164 042 645 DO 650 K = lr	 tvK 78ND1640"
UUuluS 04c KK '=	 IfWC(I,K) 7BNO1650 (uoul6t, U'42 JJ = RINF(I) 7BNO1660











UUU170 J4.2 GO TU 661 7BNO1700
ODU171 042 u55 DU 660 K = 1rNK 7HND1710
OUul72 04c Kr, =	 11,BC(IrK) 78ND1720
(. UUU173 04[ UP(KK) r RINF(1) 7HNU1730
000174 042 U60 U(KK)	 _ PIi4F(I) 79ND1740
UOU175 042 Go TO 700 78ND1750
ODU170 042 btl IF	 (NATURE(I).EO.TEST(6)F GO TO 665 78NO1760
Q0U177 042 GO TO 671 7BND1.770
` ODU176 042 b65 CU 67U K = IoNK 78NU17F30 
UUU179 042 KK	 _	 I1I(3C (I rK) 7614DI790
UUU180 042 VI'(KK)	 - RINF(I) 7BND1800
UUU ql 042 670 V(KK)	 =	 RIi'1F(I) 7BIJD1810
000182 042 Gu TO 7UU 7BtJD1820
ooultZ 042 071 IF	 (N4TIJRE(I).E0.TEST(7)) 	 GO TO 675 73ND1830
OOUl64 042 GO TO 681 7BND1640,
UUulOt) 042 075 DO b80 K _ 1rNK 7BND1850
UJulUb 04i? KK _ INBC(ItK) 7BND1660
UUu187 044 R(3	 = -RINF(I) 7BND1870
000108 04Y 680 H(KK)	 = rl(riK)+FABtIUP(KK)+VP(KK)-RB-VP(KK+tlCPR))+R*DELT 7RND1880
UUU189 042 GO TO 700 7BND1890
o0u190 042 bbl IF (NATUkE(I).tiG. TEST (8)) GO TO 685 7BrJ01900
U06191 04. C CALL ERRU(tt	 ) 7BN01910
ODU192 042 o65 DO 690 K = 1rNK 76ND1920f
uuu193 U42 KK	 _	 11,3C(IrK) 78ND1930
000194 044 RB	 =	 -RI)4F(I) 7BND1940
ODU195 042 h(KK) _ H(KK)+FA9r(UP(KK)+VP(KK)-UP(KK+1)-RB)+R*DELT 7BNU1950
OJul9b U42 090 CUNTI.XE 7BND1960F U00197: 042 700 CONTINUE 7BND1.970
UUul yo 042- RtTURi) 7BND1980
UOU199 042 E14O 7BND1990
a ENO ELT. t
f
,
3
1
;J
E(
I
t
`i
y f
:.,
Ali
r -
4
